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ABSTRACT 

This thesis actewts a phiHosaphi~al ca~i~tributior? to a 

E m d a m e n t a E  pmbPem oerf literary theory; viz-, the 

possibility of validity, a d  thereby knowledge, in 

interpretation* Et does so by looking a t  two problems of 

r e l z t i 9 s E s m  immlved i n  Hams-Georg Gadamerls hermeneutic 

theory of meaning that Ehreaten his concepr BE validity in 

Interpretation. IE strengthens Gadamerts concept by 

defining more cEeaxfy his resolut ion of a problem of 

incommensurability of languages (or czlltures, contexts, 

w~rldviews), and by resolving a related problem of  

indeterminacy of linguistic meaning, which Gadarner leaves 

untouched. Iklustrative sexts with which these problems are 

discussed include Earigides-acchae, A r i s t o t l e u s  Ethics, 

and Samuel Jahscm s R a ~ i l e r  f 8 5 .  
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A s u r f  y f a c e  so d e s c ~ i b e ~ l  philosophy professor waves a 

baok farward hsrn h i s  paLm, pats it w i t h  the other and 

confides to his inter2c3cztor: "Look, this is ont tex t ,  not 

a multitude of different texts."  What can w e  make of this 

sentence and fragment of a sceae therein described? Given 

its position at the beginning of the thesis being commenced, 

we might assume that it relates in some way to one or more 

of the topics to which the title refers, especially since it 

can anyway readify be nade to do so. The gesturing 

philosophy professor, the subject of the description, seems 

to be responding to a point of contention. Is the 

interlocutor at whom he directs his perfarnance contending 

that just the book, the prop, in question is a multitude of 

different texts, or making a general point? Presumably the 

latter. But the ciescriptjon needs to be filled out further 

before we can feel confident about this or any number of 

other related and distinct matters pertaining to it. 

So far it is hard to say exactly what motivates the 

professor's gesture and remark, what sort of thinking these 

are meant to resist, test, clarify, provoke a response from. 

 he person in qsestion is the d e l  for a fictional character in Clancy 
Sigalvs novel, Going Away: A R e p o r t ,  A M e m o i r  (1962). On page 72 the 
character is described as "a surly bastard on any count." 



Perhaps sirtratimal i d ~ ~ a ~ s i a z  93213. h e I ~ - - c ~ r .  hinder. The 

fao~na~e C O E C E ~ ~ I E ~   he ~ ~ Z E S S O F ' S  surliness offers a clue 

EO his iiienziky- We cas elaborate- This professor attends 

discus~i~n. neiarry every Wednesday eseninq at a Vancouver 

resEauuasre called Greek Characters, and on one such evening 

an incident very similar r o  the one we are trying to picture 

actually occurred. With such information we could 

conceivably dfscwc~r  zhe ~;rofesscr, reLate t h e  l~cident to 

him and simply i n q u i r e  what he had in mind. If he happens 

to recall he might provide an answer, even a reliable one. 

But there is an obvious problem. The author of our 

description might not construe his subject's meaning ir, 

quite the way g,he actual professor recalls his intention. 

This will be a problem even if the author sincerely wishes 

to describe the actual incident. We might read the author's 

thesis and come to see what he has in mind bjr textual 

multiplicity, Presumably, though, he believes the professor 

has in mind a different ccnception, and has tried to capture 

it accordingly. 

Our problem grows if the author intends his sentence 

not merely as a description, but like the actual professorfs 

book, as a rhetorical prop, which the resulting commentary 

already suggests. Let us say he declares his intention. He 

t e l h  us that he has left his sentence more or less 

incomplete, to provide an indeterminate text. WLI, how 

indeterminate is it? If the author insists that we can fill 

in the blanks as we will, presumably then we can fix a 



p~ecise m e a n i r k 2  =d m hereby x z i G ~  $is intenzion. The author 

has or can kas~e &jeciion gp rs a p i z t .  We can specify 

an exact m e a ~ F r ; g  4haC firs scme broader usage, some 

language. Ea=e we Ekeaeby s-hverted h i s  intention? Insofar 

as w e  stick EG rhe lampage we  omi in ate, and insofar as t ha t  

language isolates F ~ s e l f  from any interpretations beyond 

e b s e  which first znstantiated it. But his intention 

cmcb,inues bra open itself g o  &her inputatla~s and so other 

languages. What if he had a very different, less qenerous, 

intention? Would we still be able to specify a contrary 

meaning? Any meaning? We can generalize {and alter) the 

last qilestioms; Far a given text, what meanings can we make 

and what meanings, if any, are we constrained from making? 

With this question I in effect fall back on the 

customary practice that Hegel disparaged of prefacing a 

LL*-< 
LHCSIS xith a statemerit of ',he a.r;thoifgs aims.: f==r the 

general aim of whak follows in this thesis is to approach 

that q-testion. In what follows immedia~ely below I fall 

back further: An a n s w e r  to the question would describe a 

notion of validirty in interpretation, or its impossibility 

or unintePligibi8ity. One of the chief obstructions to such 

a notion is the spectre of cognitive relativism, the 

possibility of a multiplicity of distinct ways of construing 

reality, including the reality of texts- These problems are 

featured and parttrly resdved in the hermeneutic writings of 

"~egel gives his tkaimking Eor disparaging this proeeke in fiis preface 
to the P b ~ - d w  (1977, 1-45), 



the FnfPuentfal G e m ~ n  philosagher Mans-Gearg G a d a m e r .  

Gadawer has &eLrelcped a theo-q- of understanding (building on 

cmtxibutions oE  &gel Heideygerl which resists rhe 

mtnch-dissolvingm consequences of relativism, i ts  threat to 

validity in Inteqrecation, without erect ing a new versicn 

of the myth of presence apparently abandoned by relativism, 

My general aim in rhe Chesis will be to provide a sounder 

basis for Gadamer" nation of validity in interpretation by 

dewelaping along disEinct Pines h i s  defense against 

relativism. 

In chapter 2, f draw attention to the central motive 

behind Gadamer's hewc~eneutic theory of understanding and h i s  

assertion of hemeneukic universafity. I then resist a 

certain line 0% attack against this assertion, and thereupon 

need to outline the linguistic dimension of h i s  theory, his 

theory a•’ meaning. Once this dimension is outlined ~roblems 

a•’ indeterminacy of llngguistie meaning begin to become 

apparent,' STnce Donald Davidson similarly faces these 

problems and has a m a r e  precise view of questions of meaning 

(his view also has a narrower scope), I have recourse to his 

ways sf discussing language and meaning and to his 

perspectives and arguments- I am able to do so because of 

m extensive intersecrian in Davidsori's and Gadaiiier's 

theories of meaning, 

'??his is the d y  kbd of iEadeteslsslinacy 1 will refer to i n  the thesis. 



I3 chapter 3, I g i - ~ e  an account ~f the productive role 

ef kFst3ry iz c",a&zerSs tbeory of uni?ersTa;ading and h i s  

nolicm of -mTFeity- I use Samzel Johnssr,% Rambler 185 as 

an instance - f  sediation between incommensurate languages to 

i U u s t r a c e  a ~roblem 05 validity for Gadarner--the problem of 

fusing incommensurate horizons. I then introduce Gadamer's 

concepts of historically effected consciousness and 

openness, as virtually indispensable features of his concept 

of fusion ai horizons- 

f rake up the p,r&lem of incormensurate horizons more 

explicitly i n  chapter 4 ,  where I rely on B j ~ r n  Ramberg's 

extended analysis of incommensurability to describe a sense 

of the term which does not entail a relativistic separation 

of differ en^ worLdBviews or languages, nor the corollary 

prospect of intrawslatability- This discussion includes 

particular problems of translation and of fusing 

incommensurate horizons in Euripides' Bacchae, For a 

contrasting appxoach 1 reintroduce Johnson's resolution of 

similar problems in Rambler 185. The contrast is meant to 

extend Ramberg's notion of incommensurability along lines 

suggested in his own discussion. The entire chapter depends 

on the GadameriaJDa~fidsowian vied of meaning described in 

chapter 2, which it e m s  out s1&verts the 

isrrcomensanr&iPity thesis both as used in riny przictical 

discussions and as explicitzy understood by most theorists 

who re j ec$ , and by some (e - g . , Paul Feyerabend) who 
advacate, it, 



Chapter 5 p i c k s  up  breads of discussion f rom a i l  t h e  

foregoing chapters, including rhe problem of indeterminacy 

me of meaning. iix. aim cf the chapter is essentially che aim 

af the thesis stated above: to strengthen Gadamerfs nation 

or' validiiy by dealin9 with a problem of relativism he 

leaves unresglued, I consider a resolution offered by E.  D .  

Kirsch, which a m o u x s  to a rejection of Gadamer's theory of 

meaning, and a very different r e so lu t ion  offered by Joseph 

Margolis, which involves a piecemeal abandonment of 

classical logkc, My own rzsolution is alluded to in the 

scene at the beginning of this introductian. It relies on a 

modest extension of Davidson" view of the connection 

between indeeemiwacy and different languages, and follows 

some advice of W, V. Quine" on the resolution of problems 

w h i c h  spread across many areas of theory. 

My inclusion of Davidson and Quine is not incidental- 

I regard them as 2mpo~Eant figures in the larger context in 

which this thesis works, and so I should say something about 

their involvement ehereia,  Quine is without question the 

foremost living representative of the  analytical and 

empirieise tradition, and 3avidson his mast apparent !or at 

least deserving] heir. This description of Quine is fraught 

with the irony Chat his most famous and ensrmcmsiy 

in2 luenZial paper, "Tie nlXxpas af E i i i p x r ~ c ~ s m ~  ( l % l j  , 

dissents from C h e  hitberts fundamental empiricist belief in 

an absolute deavage between purely rational fanaPytic4 and 

EacEual fspthetic] truth, a d  the empiricist project of 



w M c k  largely dismisses csctinental European philosophy 

various positivisE-minded logicians, mathematicians, and 

philosophers af scfefice) is the opportunitp it seems now to 

be providing for rapprochement of the analytical tradition 

and phen~rnena9~~~y and hememxitics (or the various strands 

af philosophy coming from thar part of the Continental 

rraditicm that includes Hegel and Nietzsc'ne as central 

influential figures], of which f take G a d a m e r  to be the most 

impartant recene representaeive. 

This thesis is part of that rapprochement specifically 

in the area sf literary theory. It is thereby part of 

another rapprochement, of which many traditionalists or 

purists in English literature departments are wary {perhaps 

n s w  weary), namely, that between literary theory and 

cri~ical practice- Since the waning of so-called New 

Criticism, ehe relatianship between theory and critical 

practice has graw? mze problematic, until now it seems to 

@~nsafar as anaL~-tieaf! philosophy retains the two dogmas mine rejects, 
rapprac%reszD. beeween the t w o  traditions is unlikely. The second dogma 
is gant i e~e larPy  cF$strmctiwe,  as it entails the sort of (reductive) view 
of meaniw whereby a a: to make a clearing for the life- 
world ns miskmptftea- H: disrruss ~ ~ r l s  attempt in the following 
chpter, 



burst forth at its seams i- all manner of enormities, 

grotesque excesses, and ineffectual or pernicious reactions 

thereto. This thesis does not attempt to chronicle the 

consequences e r  problems of this relationship, nor presume 

to offer any dPagnoses or cures. As a matter of sound 

theoretical pahicy, however, it acknowledges no gap between 

the resolution of fundamental problems of literary theory 

and the practice of philosophy. To many practitioners of 

theory this policy may seem clear enough. What apparently 

is clear to fewer is the need to practice literary 

theory/philosaphy within the aforementioned rapprochement 

becween the analytical and various non-analytical 

Continental Itraditians. Many literary theorists attempting 

fundamental work or assuming the results thereof ignore 

important perspectives and miss the general clarity and 

rigor afforded within the analytical tradition, Analytical 

philosophy, however, tends to be humanistically narrow and 

lacks sufficient historical consciousness. This thesis 

seeks to broaden the scope and historical consciousness of 

analytical commitments in the discussion to follow through a 

fusion with Gadameras hermeneutical philosophy- In this way 

it adds to the first sort of rapprochement mentioned above. 

The author hopes it thereby adds to the second sort.5 

5 ~ . e , ,  by eschewing, through a fusion of analytical and Gadamerian 
considerations ( a x i l  largely passing over), jargon-ridden, obscurantist: 
gms.kmademisms, Fdmlsgical reductions of truth to power relations, 
djeetivisa: rejestionns of tradition, in short, the more conspicuous 
~ n i l i n i l i s m s  m e n C l y  passing for accept&le philosophy and leaving 
literary eheory. in disrepute. 
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The Universality of the Hermeneutical Problem 

Gadamer begins Truth and Method (1989) by stating that his 

work is "concerned with the problem of hermeneutics," which 

he describes as "[tlhe phenomenon of understanding and of 

the correct interpretation of what has been understood" 

(xxi). The peculiar locution by which we are to understand 

a phenomenon as a problem reflects the question that centers 

this problem--namely, how can we legitimate the conditions 

whereby understanding or valid interpretation occurs? 

The openi~g remarks of Truth and Method and a great 

deal of Gadamer's energy in this work and others seem to be 

directed not toward a solution to the hermeneutical problem 

but against the positivistic impulse to refer it to the 

objectifying methodologies of science--that is, against 

construing understanding or valid interpretation either 

primarily or exclusively as a relation between scientific 

methodology and "objects of experienceN (xxi). But in fact 

Gadamerrs concern with methodology (and realism) cannot be 

dissociated from the hermeneutical problem; for it prompts 

its central question, and much of what he says in response 

is meant as an answer to this initial concern. 

Gadamer makes this connection explicit and implies why 

he was prompted to ask this question in his paper "The 

Universality of the Hermeneutical Problemn (1976a) : 



{Hi ow can we legitimate {the: hermeneutical 

conditionedness of our being in the face of modern 

science, which stands or falls with the principle of 

being unbiased and pre judiceless [?: 4101 

By "the hermeneutical conditionedness of our being" Gadamer 

understands the historical and prejudicial structure of 

understanding, the fact that understanding only occurs 

within a pre-existing system of beliefs, values, and 

interests, which can never be wholly thematized. This fact 

means that we are caught up in a hermeneutical circle or 

worldview to which the meaning of everything we understand 

is relative, The legitimation of our hermeneutical 

conditionedness, accordingly, would show that understanding 

is not incorrigible or inevitably distorted on account of 

its (a) operating exclusively (and thereby circularly) 

within a pre-existing hermeneutical system that (b) we can 

never wholly thematize (nor therefore wholly justify). 

Gadarnerls approach to this problem is not to show how 

we might contain misunderstanding or distortion given (a) 

and (b), but to show that (a) and (b) do not in any case 

raise this spectre. Together fa) and (bf entail that our 

understanding is inescapably prejudiced: because, given 

fb), the horizons within which we understand can never be 

made wholly transparent, and given (a), we cannot understand 

beyond them, Gadamer follows Heidegger, though, in 

maintaining "the productivity of the hermeneutical circle," 



or more specifically, of the prejudices on which 

understanding depends: 

Prejudices are biases of our openness to the world. 

They are simply conditions whereby what we encounter 

says somethizg to us. (Gadarner 1976a, 9) 

Gadamer is responding to a certain Enlightenment (and 

scientific) conception of understanding, which requires the 

suspension of pxejudices as a condition of knowledge, with a 

conception in which prejudices are inescapable. He seems, 

however, to be begging, or at least ignoring, an important 

question by making a virtue of this inescapabifity. 

Prejudices, after all, ideally are suspended in the 

Enlightenment conception of understanding he has in mind 

because they distort understanding. That "[tlhey are simply 

conditions whereby what we encounter says something to us" 

does not preclude the possibility that we receive greatly 

distorted meanings and thereby more or less misunderstand 

"what w e  encounter-" IR other words, the impossibility of a 

productive Enlightenment conception in no way guarantees the 

success of a conception whereby prejudices determine our 

initial and continued efforts to understand. 

Misunderstanding, in short, may be as inescapable as 

prejudice, and therefore largely inescapable unless we 

simply assume that prejudices do not largely distort 

meaning, or question beggingly assume that misunderstanding 

is not the norm and thereby infer from the inescapability of 

prejudices that they do not largely entail misunderstanding. 



If Gadamer is begging a question, though, the question 

is m o r e  complicated than 9 s  misunderstanding the norm?" 

The question could be put more fully by asking whether 

understanding or misunderstanding is primary, or by posing, 

as Gadamer does, this rhetorical question: "1s it not . . . 

the case that every misunderstanding presupposes a 'deep 

common accorda?" (1976a, 7). These questions address a 

concern over the structure of understanding that remains 

unanswered however, or if, we decide on the issue of whether 

misunderstanding is the norn. This concern is whether the 

prejudicial and holistic structure of understanding makes 

understanding incorrigible. 

Gadamer's attempt to dispel this concern is essentially 

two-pronged. First, he shows that the prejudices whereby we 

understand are not static but may be changed by what we 

encounter, so that we are not left with the first set of 

meanings we project onto it. Second, he shows that the 

holistic structure of understanding ultimately limits the 

scope of any case of misunderstanding inasmuch as it 

disallows the notion of ontologically distinct worldviews 

and meaning, Gadamer, in other words, rejects the very idea 

of incommensurable worldviews, or worldviews that generate 

meaning in principle inaccessible to interpreters who speak 

different languages. He is not, then, especially concerned 

w i t h  whether or not misunderstanding is the norm; since a 

particular misunderstanding obviously need not be made 

permanent but may alert us to "a difference between our 



crrstoma~y usage [or first projection] and that of the text 

[or what WP e ~ , c ~ u n t e r f "  (TSf  268), and thereby prompt us to 

revise our inzeqretation- Moreover, he does not beg the 

question of whether understanding, rather than 

misunderstandingI is primary, or whether "elrery 

rnisund-rstanding presupposes a 'deep common accord.'" He 

rejects the very idea of a dualist and realist metaphysics 

that posits distinct worldviews and thereby radical 

alienation befween Lheir respecrive interpreter occupants. 

One ~f the main reasons Gadamer casts the problem of 

legitimating our hemeneutical conditionedness against an 

Enlightenment model of understanding is because this model 

entails the dualist metaphysics he needs to abandon in order 

to reject incommensurability and stave off relativism. 

Essential to such a dualism is the notion of a given object 

or object independent of any inquiring subject; in other 

words, of an uninterpreted reality. Gadamer argues that 

relativism trades on this notion while purportedly 

subverting it, and that once it is dispensed with the 

spectre of relativism disappears. In chapter 4, I outline 

this argument and its scope, and suggest that relativism is 

more resilient than Gadamer concedes. 

Gadamer also argues that the notion of a given reality 

lies behind the scientific demand to methodize all 

knowledge, at least inasmuch as the scientific ideal of 

objectivity is construed exclusively as a methodological 

ideal. He never questions the indispensability of 



methodological rigor in the natural or human sciences (TM 

5511, nor the connection between objectivity and methodology 

insofar as "objectivityn is understood merely to mean 

certain ncontrollable procedure[sIn (W 5521, or methods of 

testing, to corroborate or falsify hypotheses. What he 

questions is the ontological significance of "the ideal of 

scientific objectivityn (TM 476), the notion that through 

the objectifying procedures of science we can {and only 

through them can we) discover a wholly independent or 

uninterpreted given reality. Against this notion he 

maintains that while the world may be given to the extent 

that it presents itself within horizons of understanding 

that we inherit from our traditions, it is "always . . . 
already interpreted, already organized in its basic 

relationsw (1976a, 15). Gadamer in other words wants to 

maintain--much as Thomas Kuhn does (Kuhn 22)--a distinction 

between the methodological activities of science and the 

hemeneutic basis of the underlying paradigms that define 

these activities. 

In maintaining this distinction Gadamer denies any 

claim of ontological universality made for science and 

affirms the universality of hermeneutics. His denial of the 

appliczbility or heliminability of scientific 

methods is ent,ail& by +,he af~ren?en+-ioned distinction--since 

these methods yield no insight into the historically 

contingent conditions that underwrite them--and perhaps 

amounts to f i t t l e  more than a rejection of a strong realism 



and positivism. His affirmation of the universality of 

hermeneutics, sn the other hand, is not entailed by this 

distinction in any clear way; for there may be 

incoinmensurable worldviews insusceptible of inter- 

translation or  inte-lpretation--which I discuss in chapter 4 -  

-or meaningful experiences that are not interpretive--which 

I discuss near the close of this chapter in connection with 

Richard Shusterman's paper "Beneath Interpretation." 

Gadamerrs non-theoretical motive for emphasizing the 

ontological limits of science, or of science-inspired 

notions of objectivity, is his desire to resist the threat 

of alienation the scientific orientation of our culture 

poses to "our natural view of the world--the experience of 

the world that we have as we simply live out our lives" 

(1976a, 3 ) .  Hemeneutical reflection purportedly upholds 

the meaningfulness of the "life-world," or of our life 

experience, and thereby upholds sorts of meaning excluded by 

certain ideas of determinate meaning and objectively 

(methodically) grounded truth. Gadamer, indeed, regards his 

assertion of hermeneutic universality as a corrective to the 

kinds of consciousness that threaten the basis of our 

natural view of the world (114f xxxvii-iii). This basis is 

the tradition from xhich we ir-iherit our worldview, and the 

corrective that hermeneutic reflection applies is, first, 

that a hermeneutic basis precedes and makes possible all 

understanding, and second, that our tradition exhaustively 

defines and continually and exhaustively redefines this 



basis, and the acts of understanding and worldview that it 

makes possible- 

Though these propositions obviously entail the 

indispensability of our tradition for understanding, their 

truth does not alleviate the threat of alienation posed by 

the objectivist orientation of our culture. Even if all 

modes of understanding operate on a hermeneutical basis, not 

all are interpretive through and through, or draw 

continually and directly upon tradition. The procedures of 

normal science,l for instance, operate aside from the 

values, interests, expectations and prejudices of tradition, 

even though these procedures will be defined by the values 

and interests implied by a scientific paradigm that is 

itself historically contingent (and thus a product of 

tradition), and the hypotheses subjected to these procedures 

may be indifferent with regard to the source of the 

expectations they reflect. Gadamer, in any case, is not 

concerned with science per se, or with objectivity confined 

to normal science. His concern is with the encroachment of 

our interest in scientific or quasi-scientific objectivity 

into virtually all areas of human experience, to the point 

where we disregard those meanings or truth-claims that do 

not fit the special demands of this interest--or, to avoid 

begging the question at hand, to the point where we reject 

fn~ormal science" is how Thomas Kuhn characterizes the sorts of 
experime~tal and theoretical "puzzle-solving research now confined to 
the natural sciencesn (Kuhn 1984, 22-3). 



the very notion of meanings or truth-claims that cannot be 

subjec~ed to some methodical procedure, 

Gadamer's project would now be somewhat dated were his 

target simply a positivist reduction of all knowledge to 

scientific procedures and thereby an exclusion a•’ all claims 

that escape such procedures. But his deepest concern is 

over the intrusion of a disguised or less obvious positivism 

into areas of inqriiry or experience that cannot be 

accommodated by methcds supported by a scientific paradigm. 

Indeed, the starting point of his attack on the conflation 

of truth and method is what he calls "the aesthetic 

C O ~ S C ~ O U S ~ ~ S S , ~  the practice among scholars and critics of 

defining the meaning of artworks in narrowly aesthetic or 

largely formalistic terms. While such practice is not 

scientific, it works on the assumption that (a) only such 

terms enable us to decide "regarding the expressive power 

and validity ofw artworks we encounter (1976a, 4), because 

fb) only they allow us to analyse and judge these works with 

any objectivity- The aesthetic consciousness, in other 

words, embodies in Cb) the objectivist orientation of our 

culture, and as such, indirectly, a positivist impulse, or 

at any rate the bifurcation of ontology into subject and 

object that Gadamer and many others today seem to believe 

underwrites western metaphysics. 

It is irrelevant whether or not Gadamer concedes (b) or 

some variation of it, since his critique rejects any 

conclusion of the sort expressed by (a) (which in any case 



is not entailed by %b!E; tnis is a result of "the excess of 

massing that is prssem I_,: [an artwork] it,self a (197Gb, 2 0 2 )  

and eo &he w a y  an arEa;hsrk seizes us when we arc open to it, 

as opposed to Ereating it as "an object of aesthetic 

judgment . . . [ tha t  we] accept or reject . . . on o u r  rrwn 

ternsw (1976~1, 4)- artwark will exceed the meaning 

allowed by any esritical paradigm that fixes it as an 

aesebetic oblect &cause osr experience sf it cannot be 

contained by m y  given or convenLiona1 set of aesthetic 

features, and its tsuth-claims or meanings presuppose our 

integrating experience- Ottr experience of an artwork, in 

turn, cannot be thus contained because it relate? "to the 

whole of [our] lifem (ZTrl 671, i . e . ,  to the changing 

prejudices, beliefs a d  interests whereby w e  experience. 

It is by relating to our life or the conditions whereby 

we experience thae a work ~f art sq7s something to us or 

presents us with its meanikrgs -  Since it has no meaning 

outsiiie this holistic eor;srtraint, we not only become 

alienaced from an artwork but ontologically limit it when we 

understand it on aesthetic grounds alone. Thus w e  can 

abandon (a), since the expressive power of an artwork 

requires, so to speak, whole-hearted engagement, and (b3 - - 
which expresses &he criteria for objectivity--sounds hollow 

inasmuch as any methodical objectivity is secondary to the 

artwork's meaning (P976a, 51, and moreover, sought by itself 

Himits that meaning. 



AE a r t w ~ r k  ttms limited by aesthetic distancing and 

ri,,,,,,,,1,, rmyh-- ~~)nfirzemenLL no longer seizes us, L U U V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  WLIG1l an 

artwork se izes  as it "relates {us] back to the whole of 

[our] existenceH (TM 70) . When we experience a work of art, 

we therefore encounter something in a sense familiar to us. 

We can draw an analogy with Hegelis "thought thinking 

itself," which G a d a m e r  cites at the outset of "The 

Universality of the Xem.enext,icaf. Problom" !19?Sa, 3). But 

rather than thought or G e i s t ,  it is language which 

encounters itself when we understand a work of art, or 

anything else, and which as it were frames our understanding 

and makes every act of understanding or particular 

experience a hemeneutical event. The most salient rules 

and conventions of language, however, are not "what 

constitute the hemeneutical event proper . . .; it consists 

iratherj in the co'isiing into fanq~age of what has been said 

in traditionn (TM 4 6 3 ) .  The traditions or historical 

horizons of meaning that arise in and thereby give fife to 

language, moreover, are dynamic; they are shifted or 

recanfigured in every significant act of understanding, 

which is to say every time we understand something somewhat 

or greatly alien or unfamiliar. Were this shift or 

reeonfiguration not to occur, we would be incapable of 

relating this alien or unfamiliar object to our worldview, 

ta the horizons that enable us to understand, and it would, 

insofar, remain merely other, something that we experience 

merely at the edges or marginally. What we experience 



w i t h i n  chis  h ~ P i s t l c  csnstraint as familiar therefore 

becomes suck o n Z y  after we zhazqe curselves, which we do 

when we change tzhe cozditiars whereby we experience, 

It is only by referring ?zo a change in these  

conditions--our uncbematized or thematized, consciausly held 

beliefs--that we can make sense of being se i zed  by a work of 

a r t  t ha t  is faailiar. If a wark remained thormqhly  

LT- ~amiliar, so Chat we understood its meanings exhaustively, 

it would scarcely hold our attention, let alone transfix us 

the way the subject is i n  Rilke's "Archaic Torso of Apollo" 

when confronted by ehe ancient statt?e (see appendix) 

G a d a m e r  alludes to Wiike's poem in "Aesthetics and 

Hemeneuticsn (1976bj as a model or instance of the 

experience of "a familiarity Chat includes surprise" (101). 

The subject of the poem has been brought up short by a work 

of art that seezs to eclipse eve-rythi??-g familiar- He can 

only experience it at all within his worldview, i.c., if he 

translates its meanings into terms he understands, and so 

short of paradox he literally understands something familiar 

insofar as he understands at all. But the work of art 

"expresses fitself] in such a way that what is said is like 

a discovery, a disclosure of something previously concealed" 

(Gadamer 2976b, 101; emphasis added). T h i s  apparent 

disjunction in his experience occurs because the holistic 

constraint of his worldview, or of the language wheretry he 

makes sense of the world, is both dynamic and open-ended. 

The rapidity with which he gins to reorientate his 



w ~ r l r j i ~ i c r - w ,  anCi "i5erexPEh his terns of understanding, comes 

as a sbck,,, a ~ &  if l i l k  arcwork is to stay '?rl~aI it must 

cmnt iaue  t~ brFrq h5n gp s3srE am3 cause h i m ,  through his 

am apenness, LG bring i n t o  focus and shift, or 

uncmcsc ious ly  shife, varicms beliefs and attitudes, and 

 rer re by the  meanings of the work. 

It may s e e m  peculiar to speak in this way of the work 

i%seff  changing, af tbis peculiarity, however, will be 

F9ispePL~d if we bear is mind t3at meanings are, as Dagfinn 

F d E e s d a l  (a f te r  QuineJ p u ~ s  it, man-made iFdlesda1 104). 

The mEy quesCiaez is whether the meanings anyone or any 

graup constructs are zhecsreticafly unrecoverable by 

outsiders; in ather words, whether there are incommensurable 

or onto10c~icahly distinc& worhdviews; in other words, 

whether our lampage res&ricss the range of meanings that 

can be brought into i~ or entails a semantic outer limits. 

Gadarnreh-% theory of i z k  "temporality [and changeability] of 

aesthetic being, its 'hawing its being in the process of 

being presentedm fTM 3-24] anad received, assumes that we 

reject such pssibi l i t ies-  This theory also assumes that 

understanding is amic in that it reconstructs unfamiliar 

neani~gs, instead of &sorbing them anchanged or 

substituting far Ehem terns wizh which "Lhq are 

intershangeaBHe or s ~ m o ~ p a a ~ u s .  Only if we ssve +-he idea 

tha t  our lampage ses semantic limits on understanding 

or believe ERae a mt]iaeoxy of sanbslkitutisnu (1976c, 86) can 

explain how we ~ C C  familiar or alien meanings in 



our language should the notion that an artwork's meaning 

charrges with i ~ s  rsception seem peculiar. 

The rejection of this idea and of any such theory of 

meaning generaeion. is what seems to underlie Gadameris 

seatement that "all encounter w i t h  the language of art is an 

encounter w i t h  an u n f i n i s h e d  even t  and is i t se l f  part of 

this event" 99; Gadamerrs emphasis) . Two crucial 

implications of this statement are that i l l  aesthetic 

meanings are indeterminate fin this context an unfinished 

event is an indeterminate event because the language 

prescribing meaning is not fixed) , and ( 2 )  , our very 

understanding of a work of art (or anything] can contribute 

to its identify, to the generation of these meanings. (1) 

in fact follows from ( 2 )  . 

QuFne suggests a similar implication in "Three 

Indeterminaciess (1990), when he sums up his position on 

indeterminacy of translation by saying that "[wlhat the 

indeterminacy thesis is meant to bring out is that the 

radical translator is bound to impose fully as much as he 

discoversn f1990, 51. Quinels discussions of indeterminacy 

and radical translation were the point of departure for 

Davkdsongs developments in these areas, and thereby perhaps 

influenced his recent position on language. In any event, 

Davids~n and Gadarner have developed remarkably similar views 

of linguistic understanding, which similarly shed light on 

ezr - 



Near the end of a "A %ice Derangement of EpitaphsN 

(1985), Davidson urges this provocative conciusion: 

that there is no such thing as a language, not if a 

language is anything like what many philosophers and 

linguists have supposed. There is therefore no such 

thing to be learned, mastered, or born with. We must 

give up the idea of a clearlydefined shared structure 

which language-users acquire and then apply to cases. 

( 4 4 6 )  

Without giving up altogether the semantic relevance of 

language, Gadamer similarly abandons the notion that 

linguistic communication can be explained by the mastery and 

use of a language, i-e., conceived as a means (the means 

being a given body of conventions and rules): 

"One masters one's tools," it is said, that is, one 

applies them purposively. And certainly we would say 

in a similar fashion that one must master a language, 

if one is to express oneself to another in that 

language. But actual speaking is more than the choice 

of means to achieve some purpose in communication. The 

language one masters is such that one lives within it, 

that is, "knowsn what one wishes to communicate in no 

way other than in linguistic fcrm. (1976c, 87) 

The language nthat one lives within" is not, for Gadamer, 

the language that Davidson dispenses with, i.e., a "shared 

structurew or body of conventions wherein various words or 

expressions correspond to various meanings. Rather, *'the 



word is the word only because of what comes into language in 

i t s  in4 4751, ~ o t  "because it is a particular type of 

lang-dage (in the way that linguists view language) (TM 

441) .  Actual speaking adapts words and expressions to 

meanings according to the demands of what one is trying to 

make meaning for or interpret (as opposed to relying 

exclusively on ready-made conjunctions of expressions and 

meanings to make oneself understood, or to understand). Of 

course one may need recourse to little or no adaptation of 

conventions when writing or understanding, say, a neatly 

written grocery list. Gadamer I trust would not deny that 

our conventions often are quite adequate in such scenarios, 

nor moreever the limited usefulness of conventions in more 

demanding linguistic scenarios (e-g., when we try to 

understa~d a poem which seems everywhere to undo or twist 

conventional meaning!, His emphasis on living within (as 

opposed to using) a language, rather, is meant to assert the 

primacy of interpretation over conventional meaning in 

linguistic communication. 

Gadamer, accordingly, regards his notion of the 

language of art as an unfinished and participatory event as 

paradigmatic of the production and understanding of 

linguistic meaning in general. Notwithstanding our reliance 

on a body of linguistic conventions--both when it proves 

sufficient in a given instance and when it proves inadequate 

but lets us at least make a start at understanding-- 

linguistic understanding neither requires the interpretive 



adequacy of convention (as opposed to its limited usefulness 

in anticipating meaning) nor can rely on it very far outside 

the most rudimentary exchanges of information. Moreover, 

even wherr faced with utterances as seemingly straightforward 

as the instructions on a grocery list, we are not compelled 

to interpret them straightforwardly or literally, even 

should their author intend that we do. We might, for 

example, decided to hang them, or read them aloud, in an art 

museum (in a gesture similar to Duchampls toilet-seat 

exhibit in the Louvre); by such an act we would open up 

their literal meaning to reinterpretation, and therewith 

multiple competing interpretations (in chapter 5, I discuss 

this possibility of multiple interpretations and its 

relativistic implications and problems). The insufficiency, 

and dispensability, of a shared structure or body of 

c~nventions when applied to making sense of aesthetic 

objects also extends to ordinary cases of linguistic 

understanding, where we simply want to understand what a 

speaker intends to s3y and, in turn, make ourselves 

understood, i-e., carry on a conversation in which we do not 

talk past each other. The insufficiency of conventions and 

need to dispense with convention-rooted anticipations of 

-*--- ~ E ~ c ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~  -- as we prcceed merely shows up faster, more 

frequenely, and more ohviolasly, when we try to interpret, 

say, MarvellEs "To His Coy Mistress." But in any case 

Gadamex  does not conceive of language as a body of 

conventions that a language-user uses to comunicate and 



understand. He regards language, rather, as a dynamic, 

open-ended structure, forming, re-forming and developing 

"the more it expresses its experience of the worldu (TM 

457) .  As such, a language hinges on, or derives its 

semantic significance from, acts of interpretation. Even 

when understanding an utterance in a completely conventional 

way, one still interprets it; one is assigning an 

interpretation to this utterance that one shares with all 

speakers of the same language who similarly understand iC 

according to conventional usage. And just as a deviant 

interpretation might miss the mark, so might this 

conventional interpretation. One might, for example, have 

not observed the speaker wink his eye, missed his preceding 

explanation of how he is using certain key terms, missed 

parts of a previous conversation from which one might have 

guessed or roughly inferred the use of certain terms, or 

picked the wrong conventional usage (by choosing the wrong 

side of an ambiguous term, or perhaps by referring to a 

certain noun when the speaker, it turns out, was referring 

to a phonetically identical proper name). There are as many 

ways conventional interpretations can fail as there are 

situations whereby an utterance can be understood. This is 

true because, as Cadamer argues, "no statement simply has an 

unambiguous meaning based on its linguistic and logical 

construction as such1: (1976~~ 8 8 - 9 ) .  For such reasons as 

the foregoing, words or phrases per se have no given meaning 



but, rather, have their meaning relative to a particular 

situation or occasion. 

The occasionaiity of speech is the feature of meaning 

that is the crux of Gadarner's and Davidsonls theory of 

linguistic understanding (see Gadamer 1976c, 88; and 

Davidson 1986, 4 4 1 ) .  The ubiquity of this feature entails 

that linguistic understanding requires interpretation, the 

construction of an interpretation to understand what is 

meaningful. In the case of a highly conventional and 

successful construction, meaning seems to be something 

simply there, and understanding utterly unmediated. In the 

case of a radical construction, whether successful or not, 

meaning seems intransparent, and understanding an elaborate 

act. But in either case meaning can only be made apparent 

by an interpreter's construction of meaning,2 and 

understanding, as an activity whereby one constracts this 

meaning, thereby always mediates. The quickness and 

smoothness of understanding in the first case tempts or 

leads us to ignore the fact that the hearer has constructed 

the sense of the utterance (constructed even though in this 

case the constructed sense is virtually interchangeable with 

the speaker's intended meaning and neither is especially 

original with respect to the match between occasion and 

convention)- But quickness and smoothness of understanding 

hardly work against the idea that a hearer has constructed 

2Even the speaker does this insofar as he understands his own utterance, 
and may even construct competing interpretations of his utterance. 



or interpreted the sense of the utterance he understands. 

Indeed, the ease with which a great deal of communication in 

one's native language succeeds, over a racge of situations 

that continually (subtly or dramatically) shifts 

conventional usage, surely counts in favour of Gadamer's 

notion "that one lives within [one's language] - - . in 

self-surrender to the subject matter made present in [it]" 

(1976c, 87). Gadamer forestalls, or can be made to 

forestall, two related objections here. The first is that 

"interpretation" entails a semantic distance between 

utterance and interpretation such that one must, in 

principle, refer an interpretation to a body of conventions 

to see if it checks out with conventional usage. Where 

conventions, however subtly, are individualized, a 

successful interpreter in effect has "surrendered" himself 

or become open to "the subject matter made present in" his 

language, and this subject matter could only have been made 

present, at this point of individualization, by some 

interpretation. Where speech is even remotely 

individualized, therefore, smoothness of communication shows 

that precisely because "one lives withinw one's language-- 

i-e., reinterprets, or constructs new meanings from, 

conventions--one is able to communicate and understand. The 

second objection that Gadamer forestalls is that 

interpretation (as opposed to understanding if one wishes to 

create such a distinction) is a deliberate activity, that 

one must not only construct a theory or interpretation of 



the meaning of an utterance but become aware that one is 

fom.ulating this theory. In other words, one cannat 

interpret (one can only understznd) an utterance quickly and 

prereflectively but must, insofar as one interprets, 

"thematize the utterance as something that need[sl 

interpretation, [as] something to think about and clarify or 

resolve" (Shusterman 1991, 115) . 

Richard Shusterman maintains the foregoing objection 

(among others) in his paper "Beneath Interpretation" (1991) . 

He argues that by using "interpretation" to cover cases of 

prereflective understanding we deny "a useful distinction" 

between that kind of understanding and deliberate or 

interpretive understanding (Shusterman 114). Shusterman 

cites Wittgenstein's distinction between interpreting and 

seeing: "To interpret is to think, to do something; seeing 

is a staten {Shuste-man 114; Wittgenstein 1968, 212). But 

his own distinction does not rely on the suggestion "that we 

could see or understand without doing anything" (Shusterman 

114). Indeed, in drawing it he takes pains to show that his 

objection to making all understanding interpretive does not 

presuppose the naive notion that understanding and 

perception are passive or neutral: 

This is the premise I contest, the assimilating 

conflation of all active, selective, and structuring 

intelligence with the active, selective, and 

structuring of the interpreting intellect. 



Understanding can actively structure and select without 

engaging in interpretation . . . .  (Shusterman 115) 

Having carefully avoided staking his position on a naive 

theory of understanding (and reality), however, Shusterman 

has left himself in a mere verbal dispute that could easily 

be avoided with a little charity or openness. Since the 

whole point of his objection is that we need to maintain a 

distinction between prereflective and deliberate, 

problematic understanding, we can accommodate it by 

referring to prereflective and deliberate, problematic 

interpreting, or by placing, as Bj~rn Ramberg does in 

addressing a similar concern of Michael Dummettls, " [a111 

interpretation . . . on a spectrum between what 

asymptotically approaches homophonic interpretation and what 

we might call absolute translation" (Ramberg 1989, 109). We 

can further undo the tie Skusternan makes with his use of 

"interpretation" between prereflective and deliberate 

understanding if we consider that there are, on the one 

hand, an indefinite number of actual cases where 

conventional interpretaticm of conventional usage does not 

come, where the hearer does not simply get it, and on the 

other, actual cases where radical interpretation or 

translation comes readily. Instances of the former sort of 

case might arise when the hearer is tired, nervous, or 

harbours certain (perhaps over-elaborate) expectations of 

the speaker. Instances of the latter sort occur when 

radical interpretation comes quickly owing (perhaps) to 



behavioural clues the interpreter picks up on, to his 

felicitous anticipation of what kinds of utterance might 

turn up next in conversation, or simply to luck. 

The distinction that Shusterman mistakenly believes can 

only be upheld by a standard application of the word 

"interpretation" highlights the hermeneutic dimension of 

understanding for Gadamer. All understanding may be 

interpretive, but "hermeneutics is primarily of use where 

making clear to others and making clear to oneself has 

become blockedw (Gadamer 1976c, 92). At such junctures 

interpretation becomes problematic because the 

"preconceptions and anticipations . . . that we are guided 

by" (Gadamer 1976c, 92) have let us down. Of course we may 

still reach an understanding without lengthy, or virtually 

any, deliberation. But when understanding remains 

problematic, we will at that point likely need to disrupt, 

or thematize and bring into question, our guiding 

preconceptions. We might be tempted to say that at that 

point our understanding needs to become more heavily 

interpretive, as though a conventional interpretation 

somehow relies less on interpretation. It would be more 

clear to say that our understanding needs to work harder. 

Instead of constructing an interpretation from largely 

conventional materials, it needs to draw from broader 

linguistic resources (by reworking or restructuring 

conventional meanings) to restore communication. 

Understanding or interpretation at such a point is (to use 



Da~idson"~ azd mare indirectly Quine's, term) radical.. 

Deeply problemf,ic at,t,empts ar ur,aerstanding, then, require 

radical ineeqsetation or are explicitly hermemutical. ~ u t  

the distinction whereby we regard understanding as either 

prereflective or problematic and deliberative merely 

highlights the difference between easy and problematic cases 

of understanding; it does not sntail Davidson's or Gadamerls 

notion, since a radical interpretation could occur with 

little fuss or deliberation (as suggested above) or without 

an interpreter explicitly bringing into consideration his 

failed preconceptions. 

The light that the foregoing throws on (21 is that it 

is an understatement, as is &uinels analogous proposition 

"that the radical translator is bound to impose fully as 

much as he discoversn (1990, 5). Clearly all our 

understanding of weanin2 in a certain sense does not merely 

impose itself pareially on, or contribute to the identity 

of, what it intez-prees. For beyond interpretation lour 

language in G a d a m e r "  sense) there are no (inaccessible or 

incommensurable) meanings- But if we regard this conclusi~n 

in a subjectivist light, w e  risk embracing (at least) two 

enamities that come from superficial formufations of, or 

answers to, westions it suggests. One of these questions 

concerns the source and nature of the structure or language 

wherein interpretation occurs. A second question concerns 

khe relationship between this interpreting structure and 

what it interprets. A third question fa variation of the 



second) concerns the possibility of validity in 

ingerpretation- 

In this chapter I have followed Gadamerfs idea of the 

nature of this structure in claiming that it is holistic and 

dynamic. Of course, it is the holistic structure of 

understanding thar raises the foregoing questions. The fact 

that this siructure is dyaamic, however, suggests that 

holistic understa2ding need not be locked into itself. I 

develop this suggestion in chapters 3 and 4- I have 

characterized ~ k e  source of this structure (and thereby the 

interpreter who "lives within it") as historical, whick is 

hardly very helpful. In the following chapter I show how 

Cadamer fleshes out the bond between interpreter and history 

through his HegePian notion of historically effected 

consciousness ( wirhmgsgeschich tf iches Bewusstein) . This 

notion also affects how we approach the second question. If 

we think of radical interpretation merely as a kind of 

imposition of meaning, or equal parts imposition and 

discovery (if we extend Quineis remarks to the home 

language), w e  might wonder whether an interpreter does not 

m5sunderstand mre than he discovers. Gadamer's discussion 

02 historically effected consciousness replaces imposition 

wizh dialectical conditions for understding the other. 

li++awetheLess, the spec'ire of mis-aderatanding cazmot thereby 

*be dispelled, a d  will have t~ be dealt with directly, in 

cammectie~w with probhms of relativism (chapters 4 and 51- 



The enormities which I will try to address when I 

undertake the foregcirrg discussion are, first, that an 

interpreter's horizons are individual or unique, and 

sufficient in themselves--so that particular, subjective 

interpretations by themselves build a legitimate text--and 

second, that (a2 contrary ar incompatible imposing 

interpretations can each be valid or true, or (b) 

interpretations merely impose meaning--so that 

interpretation works outside truth and logic Cat feast 

ordinary two-valued 1 q i c ) ;  or  when faced with an zlien 

utterance must be a case of imposition rather than 

understanding, These propositions are sometimes taken to be 

consequences of the indeterminacy which earlier (p. 22) I 

suggested follows from ( 2 ) '  or from the more strongly 

holistic variant of 12) 1 made above, i.e., that there are 

no meanings beyond our theories or interpretations, that 

meanings are theory-bumd. Indeterminacy follows because 

theories or language can vary over the same utterance; as 

Davidson points out, there is not "a unique language to 

which a given utterance belongsR (Ramberg 90)- 

Lndeteminacy, however, does not entail that a particular 

reader's interpretation builds a t e x t  or is the arbiter of  

textual meaning (Stanley Fish's p s i t i o n  or fomer 

pcmition), nor ihat the distiaccions trueJfalse and 

vaPidJirnvaLid are pp~%derminec% (Derrida) or in need of repair 

or addition [3ersepim brcplis], nor that misunderstanding of 



t he  sther, rather than xndersEanding, is primary fagain, 

Dexrf dap . 

5 Einish w i c k  anadher of Richard Slmsteman's arguments 

"far diseinguishing interpretaticn from more primitive or 

basic underscandings and experienceH (Shs teman  1271, an 

argument in which he tries ts dissociate interpretation from 

variceies of ~ e a n i n g f d  experience that he regards as 

:- I E 1 e L L g ~ ~ e :  a=- %y -+re, ptlQ -e~l~e~hl~etatian ;-a- my ar, ewlicif, f inguistic 

p ~ f  ~ r m a n c ~  : 

[a] A criterion for having an interpretation of some 

utterance or event WQUM be an ability t o  express i n  

some explicit, articulated form what that 

intergretaeicm is, Ib3 .lro interpret a cext is thus to 

produce a t e x t -  [cf Understanding, on the  other  hand, 

daes not require k i q u i s t i c  articulation. [dl A proper 

r6sacirian, a or zr;H@e, ---- "- t '- 
rtlcly us s n a u u y n z  LV 

indicate one has understood. [el Some of the  things 

we experience and m~derstand are never captured by 

language, not only because ltheir particular feel defies 

adequate l incp i s t i c  expression but because we are not 

even aware s f  them as mIthhg~a t o  describe. [f3 They 

axe the felt backg7lro~~1d we presuppose when we s t a r t  t o  

articulate sr to iwtexpret- (Shustexman 127; letters 

added for reference) 

As an attack an Re tic universalism this passage is 

puzzling in t ha t  it es an (iwwaf id) inference on behalf 

of the universalist fa] to fbl ) which 



Shusterman accepts but which is not required by that 

position (moreaver, [a! becomes incompatible with the 

universalist position advanced by Gadamer if, in keeping 

with Shusteman's argument and to save his inference, we 

subtract the phrase Itan ability" from [a] to make [bJ 

follow); it raises objections in [cl and [dl which the 

uni-~ersalist can readily accept without compromising his 

position; and it infers a substantive difference ([el) from 

the universalist on the basis of just the sort of statement 

([fj if we subtract "feltw> which the universalist assumes. 

What bears stressing in Shustermanfs attack is, first, 

the notion that certain things we understand or experience 

cannot be captured by language, and second, that these 

things •’om the background that lets us articulate or 

interpret. The idea of the ineffable is worth engaging 

because it inqmses a significant limitation on the 

hemeneutieal project- However, the fact that 

interpretation proceeds from an unthernatized lor not wholly 

themtized) background does not let us infer but, instead, 

helps us abando~ this idea, unless we question beggingly 

assume that this background consists of things that are 

iwef falohe - 
Skeusteman enlists the authority of the early 

Wittgenstein for his position. The pass:ge he quotes from 

the 1"h-actai5us, however, suggests what is fishy about the 

idea of the iweffabze: 



There are . . . things that cannot be put into words. 

They show themselves. They are the mystical. 

(Shusterman 127; Tractatus 6.522) 

In the Trac ta tu s  Wittgenstein casts an enormously wide net 

to cover what cannot be said--namely, over all the "problems 

of lifem (Wittgenstein 1961, 73; 6.52). These include 

literally everything except "propositions of natural 

scienceff (Wittgenstein 1961, 74; 6.53). The propositions of 

the Trac ta tu s  itself cannot be said; as Wittgenstein points 

out, "anyone who understands me eventually recognizes them 

as nonsensicaln (Wittgenstein 1961, 74; 6.54). 

Shusterman seems not to want to extend the ineffable so 

far, but his ground for extending it at all, even for making 

sense of this concept, disappears unless he can uphold this 

assumption: that we cannot in principle thematize, or give 

linguistic meaning to, "the felt background we presuppose 

when we start to articulate or to interprettr (Shusterman 

127). Of course, in describing this background as something 

felt, Shusterman defines it too narrowly; one will, after 

all, be wholly unaware of much of the background presupposed 

by any interpretation one has. In any event, the question 

of whether one senses or feels, or is altogether unaware of 

what lies beneath one's interpretation or experience leaves 

untouched the prior issue of whether the language we live 

within imposes semantic limits on the sense we can make of 

our experiences. Shusterman presumably wants to speak of 

the felt background of experience because he believes that 



certain feelings are impervious to semantic construction. 

What falls within our horizons or interpretive background 

that cannot be characterized as feelings in this sense are, 

I take it, beliefs, attitudes, interests, preconceptions, in 

a word, things for which language can construct meaning. 

For the moment let us not assume anything about whether 

we can make sense of the idea of ineffable feelings. Let us 

consider, instead, how background beliefs, attitudes, etc., 

might come into language when we are unaware of them. In 

his discussion of the hermeneutics of radical 

interpretation, Ramberg makes the point that "the occurrence 

of incommensurability is . . . an essential part of [the] 

hermeneutic process" by which the radical interpreter 

identifies background beliefs, attitudes, values, etc., of 

which he is unaware: 

For incommensurability is . . . a signal of a conflict 

of prejudgements and preconceptions. And it is only 

through conflict, through disruption, that it is 

possible 'to become conscious of these prejudices as 

such1. We remain unaware of our basic assumptions 

until faced with someone who does not share them. 

(Ramberg 140) 

We might not pick up on this signal if we fail to realize 

that we are misunderstanding someone, or uncharitably make 

the misunderstanding an error of the other person. But the 

sort of disruption that sometimes occurs when we encounter 

incommensurate speech provides an opportunity to make 



explicit the background presupposed by some bit of language 

(a word or expression) that we use. 

When we make explicit presupposed values and interests, 

we might bring into language original meanings that enlarge 

our language significantly, or learn to associate some bit 

of language with other bits that previously we believed were 

not conceptually related. In this case, the bit of language 

and fat least part of) the background presupposed by its use 

(i.e., other bits of language) are both obviously 

iinguistic. CIPl the other hand, when our c~nventional use of 

language does not begin to capture the background values, 

interests, and perspectives presupposed by our use of this 

bit of language, we use words or expressions in more or less 

unconventional ways in order to make explicit these 

background meanings. These background meanings obviously 

are linguistic when thus made explicit by some 

unconventional construction of words. But unless we locate 

language simply in combinations of sounds or marks, we 

should not assume that background meanings only become 

linguistic when we discover some words that can be bent 

(unconventionally) to our purpose, i.e., when these meanings 

have been made explicit. To construct meaning is already to 

live within a language. Assigning meaning to sounds or 

marks merely makes meaning explicit. 

This may be part of what Gadamer has in mind when he 

says : 



the word is a word only because of what comes into 

language in it. Its own physical being exists only to 

disappear into what is said. (TM 475) 

The only content we can give language conceived as 

meaningful words arranged in meaningful sentences derives 

from the content language has as an interpretive activity 

wherein we construct this meaning (Ramberg 109-10). Whether 

this activity shows itself diachronically in a body of 

conventions or synchronically in actual conversations or 

tex ts  that twist cmxentional meanings (Ramberg Ill), words 

"disappear into what is said" because they only express 

whatever interpretation they have been given. What they 

express, accordingly, is already linguistic, already a 

construction of meaning with an interpretive system. The 

only thing of semantic relevance beneath the meaning of a 

particular word or sentence are meanings of other words and 

sentences, or of this presupposed interpretive, linguistic 

system or language in Gadameras sense when he speaks of 

living within a language. The concept of meaning, in other 

words, does not extend beyond or beneath language. 

Resistance to this proposition comes from viewing 

language primarily as a body of conventions and rules, From 

this view, one wonders how we bring inta larrgiiage meanings 

for which we have no words- The al?swer comes 

straightforwardly when we realize that meanings are already 

linguistic, i - e - ,  before being instantiated in some word or 

expression. When a disruption in our semantic expectations 



leads us to thematize and articulate beliefs and interests 

of which we were entirely unaware, we can readily shift or 

altogether reinterpret and displace meanings of familiar 

words. These beliefs and interests may take on different 

meanings simply by being made explicit in this way, but they 

do not magically become linguistic at that point. Their 

linguisticality or semantic significance derives--just as 

the linguisticality of meaningful words or sentences does-- 

from the interpretive role they play in a network of 

rr;eanings. 

If we assume that one can only become aware of such 

beliefs and interests through bits of language (which one 

adapts to express their content), the idea of ineffability 

seems to dissolve (assuming also of course that we are not 

entitled to posit beliefs and interests, or anything, which 

in principle we can never become aware of). But what if we 

give up this assumption and allow that one could become 

aware of beliefs and interests through some mode of 

expression other than words and sentences, or through words 

and sentences that do not express but in some sense evoke 

the meaning of these beliefs and interests. For instance, 

an archaic representation of a god, or Marvellls line Ifwe 

cannot make our sun/ Stand stilln may make one become aware 

of the paltriness of our life in a way that is not captured 

by the sentence "Our life is paltry." 

I think w e  should allow that our awareness need not be 

framed in words and sentences. In cases where we reach for 



the wrong words, i-e., ascribe meaning to words that do not 

quite fit our intention, we are aware of our intended 

meaning at least to the extent that we know these words fail 

to accommodate it, notwithstanding the fact that we have not 

yet found the right words. Obviously much of our meaningful 

experience of the world is not framed in words. The idea of 

ineffability, though, cannot be saved on the concession that 

we can in some measure or sense be aware of meaning outside 

words. It can only be saved if we cannot in principle give 

words to our awareness or some meaning. 

This possibility seems remote once we realize that 

words can escape their conventional constraints and be used 

as fluidly as we like. Of course, when we give words to 

meaning we need to fit them semantically into a language. 

Words that jar with, or seem not to fit, our intention have 

not found a place in our broader usage. But we do not face 

any theoretical obstruction to giving our meaning words, 

because we have already accommodated it semantically among 

the beliefs, attitudes, preconceptions, etc., by which we 

make sense of the world. We can see this process in our 

response to an instance of incommensurate speech. Before we 

can interpret a sentence whose meaning is incommensurate 

wiih our linguistic expectations (e.g,, the sentence "Pride 

. . , seems to Se a sort ~f c r o w  of the virtues; for it 

makes them greater, and is not found without themn 

[Nicomachean Ethics, 1124bl if we believe pride to be a 

deadly sin) we first need to accommodate this meaning by 



shifting certain of our values and interests. This 

accommodation amounts to finding a semantic role for this 

meaning within the whole network of meanings by which we 

make sense of things. Only when we have done this can we 

ascribe meaning to the sentence; and once we have, nothing 

more is required. Nothing more is required because all 

meaning that we ascribe to words and sentences--whether 

conventional or unconventional--draws exclusively from this 

network, from our understanding in a very broad sense (a 

sense that includes all our pre-reflective beliefs and 

interests). So long as we understand (have situated in our 

understanding) the meaning we wish to ascribe to some 

sentence, we are free to do so. The thesis of ineffability 

seems to assume that our giving meaning to words faces a 

semantic obstruction imposed by the words themselves. Once 

we realize that meaning (even conventional meaning) derives 

from interpretive activities, we can reject this assumption. 

To save the idea of the ineffable, then, we have to 

assume a semantic obstruction underlying not merely our use 

of words but our understanding. We have to posit, in other 

words, meanings wholly cutside understanding (which is 

simply absurd) or outside our awareness. Of course we are 

not entitled to speak of things which we cannot be aware of 

in any sense, since the inference to something outside our 

awareness stretches our awareness as far as the inference 

goes. Presumably this is why Shusteman wants to say of 

these things that "we are not even aware of them as 'thingsi 



to describen (127) .  He is right to avoid biting the bullet 

with regard to positing a kind of experience outside our 

awareness, but he leaves unanswered some pressing questions 

concerning these "things" of which we are unaware under any 

description. Are they wholly undifferentiated? Obviously 

not, since in that case we would have nothing to be aware 

of. Can we, then, describe their qualities or features? We 

might want to say that our conventional language offers 

little help here. Having said that, though, we have not 

made much progress towards the ineffable. For the 

expressive power of language clearly does not come from 

exclusively conventional usage. We might want to add that 

no (unconventionally interpreted) words or sentences ever 

could describe these features. But if we do, we will have 

merely returned to the assumption that our giving meaning to 

words faces semantic obstruction in the words themselves, 

which leans on the shaky notion that all meaning is 

conventional. If we are aware of certain felt features of 

our experience, nothing prevents us from characterizing 

these features, and thereby this experience, with some bit 

of language. Nothing more is required in order to interpret 

or ascribe meaning, If we also ascribe various other 

meanings to the same bit of language, we will need to be 

careful that we understand which interpretation we are using 

on a particular occasion, so that we are not conflating 

languages. But we often make the same bits of language take 

different meanings, and sorting out which meaning is being 



used in a particular situation is hardly a singular activity 

for competent language-users. Naturally some language-users 

are more competent than others, so that they more readily 

sort out meanings from context, or more impressively, 

ascribe new meanings to bits of language in ways that help 

those to whom they are making themselves understood have an 

easier time. But questions of language competency raise no 

theoretical (semantic) issues on which to save the idea of 

the ineffable. 

The issue of ineffability is especially relevant to 

Gadamerls anti-postivist project, because if we fail to 

"legitimate [the] hermeneutical conditionedness of our being 

in the face of modern sciencetf (Gadamer 1976a, lC), we might 

be tempted to follow the early Wittgenstein and assign all 

"meanings" outside the propositions of natural science to 

the mystical, to what we must "pass over in silence3' 

(Wittgenstein 1961, 73-4; 6.522-7). Gadamer's theory of 

language lets us resist any such temptation, but also the 

temptation to extend the ideal of scientific objectivity and 

its methodological orientation very far beyond normal 

science. Where nothing resembling a scientific paradigm can 

be found, our recourse to objectifying methodologies 

provides a false sense of interpretive security. More 

importantly, by suzh recourse we begin to limit the meaning 

of what we are trying to understand, because we 

underestimate the fluidity with which we can ascribe meaning 

in our language. Problems of validity in interpretation, 



however, s e e m  to arise. in" we can fluidly in terpret  and 

-- n-n--m --x* -am . h n ~ * k a n ~ n I f i g i ~ d  f z ~ n s t r a i n t s ~  one wonders ~ d c e  mcQz,;st, ,, ,sL- .=.- LJLVII- I 

what, if any, cunstraixl-ts aperate, and how arbitrary our 

interpretations will be- By drawing back and looking at 

Gadameris general theory of understanding we can begin to 

see how interpretation can be constrained short of some 

objectifying methodctlogy, and in what sense objectivity and 

validity can be reiained as theoretical ideals. 



Fundamental to Sadamerls theory of understanding is our 

"aas~icipation of meanila-gM in whatever we Zxy to understand. 

In E h e  case of literary urrders+,anding an interpreter needs 

continualfy ko anticipate  he meaning(s) of the t ex t  she 

understands, as her understanding is never complete. "[Als 

soon as some initial meaning emerges in the text," she 

projects fttrther meaning, developing this initial meaning in 

a certain direction, to the point of projecting "a meaning 

Tor the text as a wholea 6TH 267). This "initial meaning 

frnoreover] emerges m l y  because [she] is reading the text 

- wrrrn -2 &-L ---+ pcrrLrLulaf ; -%. expectartions in regard to a certain meaning1* 

(TlY 267). But of course this meaning is provisional; her 

projections a.r; this p i n t  axe sfore-conceptions t h a t  [ w i l l .  

be1 replaced by more suitable onesn ('If141 2679 , That these 

fore-conceptions can be more or less suitable, and that the 

whok process of interpretation requires the replacement of 

less far mare suitable %ore-conceptions, entails a notion of 

validity whereby certain ineerpretations should be rejected 

and others endcrsed- Without such a notion, all 

iwterpretaticrws a d  controversies thereof will be arbitrary 

and the movement from one interpretation to another, or any 

attempt to i rove a~4. interpretation, will be pointless. 



1x1 the  same sectimi to which I w a s  referring above--an 

"the Fore-s~rucExre af Esderstandingf*--Gadamer presents this 

pracekcal basis for his notion of hermeneutical validity: 

The only '%bjectivityw [in interpretation] is the 

c o n f i r n a t i ~ ~ ~ -  of a fore-meaning in its being worked out. 

Indeed, what characterizes the arbitrariness of 

inappropriate fore-meanings if n o t  that they come to 

nothing i r z  being worked out? fTH 2 6 7 )  

On this basis the decision an interpreter makes to replace 

or retain her fore-meanings rests on how successfully or 

productively chey can be applied, As important as this 

emphasis on applica~ion is, however, it sends little 

theoretical iight, For we need to know what it means for 

fore-meanings eo be applied successfully, or to "come to 

nothing in being worked out." What seems crucial in this 

massage Y is how far or in what sense we can ascribe 

Robjectivitya to the text against which the interpreter is 

working o u t  her fore-meanings. Gadamergs limited or 

qualified recourse to objectivity suggests the subtlety of, 

m d  possible "Lension isl, h i s  distinction between a tex t  and 

same interpretation. Far Gadamer to sustain a notion of 

validity, he mst in s o m e  sense separate the meaning csE the 

text from the interpreter" projected meanings; otherwise, 

were these the sa the interpreter would not need 



eon~izually ec revise her meazings as she more fully 

Gadamer descrieks the experience of discovering a 

difference b e z w a e ~  mRehe actiual. meaning of the texti' iTM 269) 

and one's fare-c~~ception as " the experience of being pulled 

up short by the  textm IW 268) . At this juncture of an 

in~erpretario.~,  where the interpreter recognizes that hex 

fore-csnception $ends in a different direction from the 

texcls meaning--as the text: Rdoes not yield any meaning at 

expecb,edH ( 268)--Gadames prescribes greater openness to 

the meaning of t h e  text. This prescriptfun might seem to 

emphasize the iwdepndence of the text's meaning from the 

understanding sf the i~terpreter. In line with his holism, 

though, Gadanter regards this meaning as essentially 

inseparable from the interlpretergs understanding; it must 

always be situated "in relation to the whole of [her] own 

meanings or [she] in relation to it" (TPIP 268). Meaning in 

other w o r d s  msZ mediated by some set of fore-conceptions 

or already heEd sktiemings, Seill, while there are no free- 

floating or independent meanings, we can speak of the 

irrterprete9-*s projected meaning tending in a different 

direetian frm The  actual meaning of the text." This 



unmediated meanings--between an interpreter's fore-meanings 

and meanings which somehow lie outside her horizons. The 

text does not, as it were, present uninterpreted meaning to 

her. Rather her openness entails that "the whole of [her] 

own meaningsw is continually susceptible of change, of being 

revised, and does not simply, i.e,, without interruption, 

provide her with fore-meanings with which she builds an 

impervious interpretation of a text. Such a one-directional 

interpret~tion could conform to a hermeneutical model, as it 

may be finike, nonsubjective (since the source of her 

interpretations is an open question), and present an 

inexhaustible text (if interpretation goes on indefinitely, 

generating more and more meaning), hut it would not amount 

to much of an encounter. Gadamer's hermeneutical model by 

contrast allows for an encounter between interpreter and 

text in which a conflict of meanings can occur, in which the 

interpreter's expectations can be disappointed. 

This possibility of conflict and disappointment 

presupposes a notion of validity--at least if the conflict 

is such that it can direct an interpreter to see the 

inadequacy of some meaning or there are non-arbitrary 

grounds for her being disappointed with her fore-conception; 

she does not, e-g., siiiiply praise at m o r ~ i r r g  what she blames 

at night (Pope, Ari Esszy on Criticism, 1. 430). Not 

surprisingly, then, Gadamer is adamant that a text has an 

actual meaning md that this meaning can interrupt the flow 

of interpretation. Xis use of the phrase "actual meaning," 



though, does not signal a retreat from his general theory of 

understanding, in which meaning is confined within holistic 

constraints, since the actual meaning of a text which 

disappoints or confirms an interpreter's fore-meaning has 

been generated within the same interpretive horizons as the 

meaning it opposes. This actual meaning obviously does not 

refer to the same act of understanding which generated the 

fore-meaning it disrupts. But it nonetheless does refer to 

an act of understanding on the part of the same interpreter 

whose fore-meaning it opposes and whom it "pulls up sho r t . "  

At a more fundamental level, the actual meaning of the text 

and the fore-meaning of the interpreter derive from the same 

conditions which make possible the interpreter's activity of 

theorizing and thereby generating meaning. 

Since the meaning of a text always is made sense of 

through, and thus quite literally produced by, these 

conditions, they will in the final analysis underwrite any 

notion of validity whereby we might decide on the adequacy 

of an interpretation. Since these conditions--all the 

meanings by which we experience the world--ultimately come 

from our tradition, we can say that tradition underwrites 

validity in interpretation, or that tradition is 

autheritatfve in judging our fore-meanings- With such 

general statements, however, we have not made sufficient 

room for a very satisfying notion of validity. We need 

further to show, if we can, that our tradition-grounded 



interpretive activities are in some way self-corrective and 

do not simply spew out arbitrary meaning. 

Gadamer suggests that "it is quite right for the 

interpreter not to approach the text directly, relying 

solely on the fore-meaning already available to him, but 

rather explicitly to examine the legitimacy--i.e., the 

origin and validity--of the fore-meanings dwelling within 

himn (TM 2 6 7 ) .  This reflexive activity is not mere navel 

gazing. It comes from an encounter with the text, which 

through the interpreter's openness directs her to this self- 

examination, which is an examination of meaning produced by 

her tradition ( s )  . This encounter occurs, moreover, because 

the interpreter takes an interest in what the text has to 

say to her, and thus questions after it, putting her 

expectations, so to speak, on the line. Her interpretive 

orientation, then, is objective inasmuch as its locus is not 

self-consciousness per se; her self-questioning arises from 

an encounter with meaning in the world, in this case a text, 

and really is a questioning of the meaning of her tradition. 

The text's actual meaning, in any case, is the touchstone 

for revising interpretations. Such revision occurs by means 

of the interpretive resources of our tradition, which allow 

us to aecawmodate a text that pulls us up short, i.e., 

interrup+,s our projected meaning, by generating new meaning 

and thereby changing our understanding, and perhaps our 

tradition, 



The validity of an interpretation, then, will depend on 

the richness and scope of the interpretive resources of our 

tradition and on the capacity of the interpreter to make use 

of--more fundamentally, to be shaped by--these resources. 

Where these resources are meagre, or called on sparingly, 

the interpreter's encounter with the text will be poor; in 

an extreme case, she might merely repeat the text's sounds 

as a sort of incantation of which nothing comes, or she 

might appropriate the text by "direct interpretation," i-e., 

without stretching the terms of her language to make sense 

for this text. The encounter of an interpreter who uses the 

resources of her tradition extensively will likely be 

correspondingly richer. Richness of interpretation, 

however, does not guarantee validity. If she does not in 

addition use these resources reflexively, and the values and 

interests of her tradition are incommensurate with the text 

she encounters, she will misconstrue and in some sense 

rewrite the text's meaning. 

Samuel Johnsonss Rambler 185 suggests the need for yet 

another condition of validity; it reveals a rich and 

reflexive interpretation of Aristotlels megalopsychia 

passage (in the Nichomachean Ethics) that skirts between 

openness and disagreement in a way that shows an unwanted 

tension between these two attitudes. In this Rambler piece 

Johnson plies a complex argument against pride in favour of 

Christian forgiveness- His argument relies on Aristotlefs 

notion of megalcrpsychia (often translated by "priden), but 



Johnson's o m  nseiorr of greatness or' mind or soul, though 

influenced heavily by iiristotie's, is incommensurate w i t h  it 

on account of their differences over how far and on what 

grounds the great-souled self should be elevated. Johnson 

clearly is aware that his Christian interest in forgiveness 

(as a "law of fkris3 Redeemern) is incommensurate with the 

ethical and metaphysical interests informing Aristotle's 

discussion of segalcpsychia {which nonetheless includes a 

kind of forgiveness or willingness to overlook injury), and 

apparently he wants to resist any conflation of fundamental 

interests. His interpretation, then, is not obtuse but 

deliberately unresponsive at certain points, and thereat 

aims at a corrective parody of Aristotlels discussion. We 

can hardly challenge the validity of Johnson's 

interpretation on the basis that he disagrees with Aristotle 

on fundamental points of interest. 3ut had he not rnerely 

examined his own fundamental presuppositions but 

accommodated more of Aristotle's, he might have captured 

more of the sensibility underlying Aristotle's sense of 

megalopsychia, without jeopardizing the rhetorical strategy 

by which he urges forgiveness-2 

In the first two paragraphs of Rambler 185, Johnson 

makes pride the  primary obstacle to forgiveness, describing 

2 ~ e  skroufd keep in  mind during this discussion that Johnson did not have 
time to dwell over his Rambler pieces, and "that many of these 
discourses, which w e  should suppose had been laboured with a l l  the slow 
attention of literary leisure, were written in haste as the moment 
pressed, without even being read over by him before they w e r e  printed" 
{ W S W ? ~ ~  1580, 145) - 



it as an "opinion of dignity" that results in an excessive 

incslerance of injury at the hands of others, and as a 

prejudice that mistakenly infers pusillanimity from 

forgiveness fJohnson 1985, 181-2). This sense of pride 

corresponds closely to a certain use of megalopsychia in 

book 1 1 - 1 3  of ArkstoEleBs Posterior Analyties--in fact more 

closely than it does to any of the eight senses of "pride" 

that Johnson wculd list in the Dictionary* In this passage, 

Aristotle describes one type of megalopsychia ( G .  R. G. Mure 

uses the word "priden in his translation) as an "intolerance 

of insult" or "impatience of dishonour," and claims that it 

was this quality which "drove Alcibiades to war, Achilles to 

wrath, and Ajax to suiciden [Aristotle 1947, 99) . Johnson 

appears to have the same quality, and perhaps this passage, 

in mind when he claims that "[rnlany who could have conquered 

their anger, are uiiable to corbat pride, and pursue offenses 

to extremity of vengeance, lest they should be insulted by 

the triumph of an enewn !1980, 182). In the same passage 

above, Aristotle refers to Lysander and Socrates as 

exemplars of what he says may be a distinct kind of 

megalopsychia, characterized by a certain "equanimity amid 

the vicissitudes of lifea (1947, 99). In book IV.3 of the 

Alicclmachean Ethics, Aristotle gives a far fuller description 

of mqalopsychia, elaborating more this second kind, and in 

fact opposing the first by claiming that the megalopsychos 

is not "mindful of wrongsn: 



[Rossis translation:] for it is not the part of a proud 

man to have a long m e m o - y ,  especially for wrongs, but 

rather to overlook them. (1980, 94) 

[Rackham's translation:] for it not a mark of greatness 

of soul to recall things against people, especially the 

wrongs they have done you, but rather to overlook them. 

(1947, 225) 

In this passage, Arlstotle goes beyond affirming his 

suggestion that there are two sorts of megalopsychia, to the 

position that megalopsychia and "intolerance of insult" are 

actually incompatible. The sort of pride that Johnson 

identifies with a refusal to "be insulted by the triumph of 

an enemym is therefore not the sort that Aristotle describes 

and extols in book IV of the Ethics. 

Still, Johnson is not altogether happy with Aristotle's 

revised understanding of this concept. In book IV.3 of the 

Ethics, Aristotle introduces the idea that the truly great- 

souled or "proud man must be goodv and describes greatness 

of soul as a kind of "crown of the virtues . . . [which] 
makes them greater, and is not found without themn (1980, 

91) . Toward the end of his Rambler article, Johnson, 

echoing--and beginning to parody--Aristotle, states that 

"Nothing can be great vhich is not right" (1986, 184). In 

the previous paragraph, Johnson had "laid down as an 

unfailing and universal axiom, that 'all pride is abject and 

m e a n  , . . and proceeds not from consciousness of our 
attainments, but iasensibility of our wantsQ (1986, 384). 



Johnson apparently is directing his remark against 

Aristotle's definition of the proud or great-souled man as 

one "who thinks himself worthy of great things, being worthy 

of themw (Aristotle 1980, 89). But while Johnson appears to 

counter Aristotle's definition with his sweeping 

condemnation of "all pride . . . [as an] acquiescence in a 

false appearance of excellence" (1986, 1841, he accepts 

Aristotlefs joining of greatness of soul and virtue. 

Moreover, notwithstanding his "unfailing and universal 

axiom" against "all pride," Johnson opposes to the sort of 

pride which he disparages one of the synonyms for "pride" 

which he would include in his Dictionary: "Nothing which 

reason condemns can be suitable to the dignity of the human 

mindn (1986, 184; emphasis added). In opposing dignity to 

this sort of pride, Johnson uses "dignity" somewhat as 

A_-istotle uses megalopsychia, and follows Aristotle in 

arguing that dignity entails f i) virtue and (ii) an 

indifference to "the approbation of men, of beings whose 

superiority we are under no obligation to ackn~wledge~~ 

61986, 185) . 

In the final analysis, though, Johnson does not follow 

Wristotle very far, The virtue of forgiveness, which 

Johnson conceives--in accordance with the Sermon on the 

Haunt--as a "great dutya on which his "eternity is 

suspendedfE (1986, 185), is quite absent from the Ethics. 

Moreover, Johnson's very conceptisn of virtue and of a 

virtuous life differs from Aristotle's, even while it bears 



a certain formal resemblance. Johnson states that the 

"utmost excellence at which humanity can arrive, is a . . . 
pursuit of virtue" (1986, 1841, which resembles Aristotle's 

position that the end of life is found in virtuous 

activities (1980, 261-63). But Aristotle claims that the 

most virtuous activities--viz., contemplative activities-- 

elevate us to a kind of kinship with the gods (1980, 266-9). 

Were Johnson interested in trying to reconcile the Sermon on 

the Mount with the Ethics, he might have linked his own 

 rescripti ion to pursue virtue to the statement at Matthew 

5.48--"Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is 

in heaven is perfectv--which sounds similar to Aristotle's 

aspiration for kinship with the gods. Instead, he keeps to 

the spirit of Matthew 5-7 and Luke 6, which is contrary to 

the kind of self-elevation which Aristotle praises, and thus 

counsels his reader to make "a continual reference of every 

action to the divine willw (1986, 184). The dignity which 

Johnson esteems raises us above the need "to suffer the 

opinion of others to rule our choice, or overpower our 

resolves," but in order to attend to "the commands of the 

universal Sovereignn (1986, 185), not with a view to 

attaining a kinship with the deity of the sort Aristotle 

envisions for his contemplative great-souled man. Johnson, 

rather, maintains that human dignity requires subservience 

to *the divine will" =d an absolute dependence on "the 

Throne of MercyR (1986, 185), which in turn requires that we 

practice forgiveness. 



It may seem odd for Johnson to stress dignity, and not 

to mention meekness or humility at ail, in a piece on 

forgiveness and fidelity to the message of the Sermon on the 

Mount--but only if we miss his parody of Aristotlels great- 

souled man passage. Johnson wishes to disparage anyone who 

is tremendously concerned with the approbation and opinion 

of others, and show that such a person !'has little reason to 

congratulate himself upon the greatness of his mindn (1986, 

185). He could do so by referring his reader to book IV.3 

of the Ethics, where Aristotle shows at length why greatness 

of soul and an immoderate concern with approbation are 

incompatible. He could, as we have seen, also have recourse 

to the Ethics on the subject of forgiveness. But since 

Johnson has no wish to accept Aristotle's ultimate elevation 

of the self, he uses some of the central premises of the 

Etsh ic s  to provide a contrary conclusion: (PI) "Nothing can 

be great which is not right" (1986, 184); (P2) "The utmost 

excellence at which humanity can arrive, is a constant . . . 
pursuit of virtue, without regard to present dangers or 

advantagen (1986, 184) ; (P3 )  virtue requires ''a continual 

reference of every action to the divine will" (1986, 184). 

The first two premises place us in the Ethics; together with 

the third, which clearly does not, they invite us to 

conclude that greatness for humanity requires adherence to 

the guidance of "the divine will." But this guidance is 

located in the message of the Sermon on the Mount, which 

stresses meekness of soul and humility, not megalopsychia. 



Johnson of course appreciates the irony his parody has 

produced; he does not seriously maintain +hat we should 

practice forgiveness in order to obtain greatness, even if 

we understand greatness to entail "a continual reference of 

every action to the divine will." Johnson leaves his parody 

behind, and concludes that it is nsuperfluous to urge any 

other motive" to practice forgiveness than the hope "to be 

forgiven . . . Eat] the Throne of mercyw (1986, 185) . 

Johnson's understanding of the origin of his deeper 

conceptual interests in this piece is extensive, and thereby 

aligns nicely with Gadamex's hermeneutic model. On the 

other hand, Johnson's scruples in avoiding fusion of these 

interests with anything incommensurate forestall the process 

of accommodating the other which for Gadamer is the 

mainspring of hermeneutic understanding. Johnson draws the 

1: ~ ~ n e  on operiess to differing wxldviews  at points of 

fundamental disagreement, where failure to disagree requires 

giving up or adjusting one's own deepest values and 

interests. Gadamer dissolves this line, and thereby the 

tension between openness and disagreement which Johnson 

maintains, by bringing all presuppositions or underlying 

interests into the act of understanding, where in principle 

all one's attachments are therefore at risk. Risking these 

attachments is what Gadarner intends when he suggests that we 

examine and question the fore-meanings we absorb from 

tradition (TH 267) - 



Wiehout t h e  kind of fundamental questioning which 

ix-wolves such risk, a problem of zircularit ,~,.  02 meaning 

production arises which seems to threaten the idea of 

validity; the linguistic or meaning-generating structure of 

tradieion, after all, is always present at some level in the 

production of meaning. If the most fundamental values and 

interests of tradition remain Inviolable, understanding 

between worldviews which are irxommensurate wiEh respect to 

these would seem to founder. Openness for Gada.&er cannot 

overcome the cimrcularilty of meaning production {the 

hemeneutic circle), but it entails the possibility of self- 

correction, and ';fiereby validity, at any level in 

interpretation- @adamerps idea of openness, however, does 

not come at Che expense of disagreement over fundamental 

interests, Disagreement or conflict is ernbedded in every 

encounter between incmmensurate w~rldviews, including 

(perhaps especially) those which typify heneneutic openness 

or accommodaiian and there5y allow for a notion of validity. 

We can begin to see the role of conflict in Gadamergs 

description of the sort of interpretive encounters that 

typify henerseutic openness, Such encounters on Gadamergs 

account include these features: an interpreter who projects 

anticipatory meanings onto the text as she encounters it; a 

text which muse be appropriated by such anticipatory acts of 

k h e  interpreter" understanding to become meaningful; the 

resilience of the tex t  to s m t h  appropriation or 

interpretation, awing to the inadequacy of the interpreter's 



appropriaiiz-kg ~eanings; the  interpreter's questioning a•’ the 

directio;li of her praject,ed meanings and prergxxx~qit.ifin9: rr --------- 

she faces this resilience; t h e  resouxcefulness of her 

~raditions in accommodating this reflexive questioning with 

meariing whereby she can make sense for this text where it is 

resilient; and  he interpreter's shifting of the fundamental 

values and ineerests her questioning brings to light, and of 

those underlying the text,  These features are not 

necessary, since they may only characterize encounters where 

the interpreter" language is incommensurate with the rextts 

or where inte,~retation is problematic. But the value of 

hemeneutic opemess is nowhere clearer than in such 

encounters- The value of conflict also is nowhere more 

clear. Indeed, the kind of conflict which o2erates through 

hrmeneutic openness is more genuine or far reaching than in 

eases where fxxdamental values are simply opposed to one 

another, where entrenched disagreement (i-e., without any 

shif t i r rg of backgmxnd valuesi is the only conflict. 

The sort of encounter above only gives a rough sketch 

of Gadamergs account of hemeneutic openness- The function 

of tradition os history is much more irwolved. Mot only 

does an interpreter westion the values and interests she 

absarbs f r o m  trzdition, but her questioning itself is 

detemined by that tradition, In fact, her entire 

csrmsciorrs~ress is histm5caIIy effected, or produced by 

historically conditioned, thematized and unthematized, 

meaning. This dmdamen$al fact of her interpretive 



s i t ~ ~ a t i ~ n  s h s z s  a very general sense of what Gadamer means 

" - -  - 
by his r ~ s m  m>~Pscm~cziny ef~erted c~nsci~usnessN 

wirk.r;~rgsges~~kiPcht:Iiehes Bewussteinl . 

Gadamer uniierstands by ehds general sensb of his tern 

that the horiz~ns w h e r e b y  we view t h e  w o r l d  derive f r o m  

hist~ry, and thae c u r  acts of -mderstandirag are fur ther  

candi~ianed by, aad ccndirion,  hat history, These horizons 

are not s ta t i c ,  b u t  since s e m  configuration or other of 

h~rizons is kneseapa%Le and Ehese horizons are never a 

direct window to a given world or world-in-itself but 

continuafly rnediaQe our experience, we can just as well 

speak of then as allawing ss  :,make--rather than view--or 

determining us ta make, the meanings of the w o r l d .  

Wrecmer, s ince these horizons and our understanding in 

sffec~ are his tc ry- - - the  mewing generating process that is 

hiseoq--our  oanseiceusness is not only brought into being 

and eontinuaP1-y conditianed by history; ir is consciousness 

of a world rkat itself is historically effected, in its 

general Eeacures and in our every encounter with it. For 

these reasons we can regard aus situation in the world as 

tRs-roulghEy historical, Histsxically effeceed consciousness, 

however, does not simply refer to this fundamental aspect of 

mr sitzaticm, i - e - ,  thag azk- ~ ( I B ~ S C ~ O U S ~ P S S  ofi a d  relation 

to, the world is tha~oughly historical, huaore narrowly, it 

refers Lo o u r  consciousness of this situation--our reflexive 

t ha t  our ccmsciousness is bistxxicaf through 



and through. This understanding is the basis of 

hermeneuticaf consciousness. 

I n  elaborating this narrower sense of the term, Gadamer 

distinguishes hemeneutical consciousness from Hegel's 

concept of absolute consciousness, but only after defending 

this concept against lines of criticism which he believes 

fail in their attack on iiegel. What these criticisms have 

in common is  heir resistance to the radically anti-realist 

claim to which Regel cornmits himself in his "polemic against 

Kantls 'thing-in-itself'" ( T M  342) and in his entire 

enterprise--viz-, the claim that all being is mediated by 

consciousness, which is entirely consonant with the 

qualifying claim he makes in the Logic that everything 

contains both immediacy and mediation (Kaufmann 1978, 190- 

1). In Hegelrs system, accordingly, concepts such as being- 

in-itself or independent reality, which ordinarily are taken 

Lo refer to something intrinsically other than 

consciousness, refer LO something other for consciousness-- 

to something which, while other, is mediated by 

consciousness and, moreover, in which cons~iousness 

increasingly recognizes itself as it moves toward absolute 

knowledge, toward complete recognition of its self-identity 

with all oeherness, Against this ontology of absolute 

consciausness, Hzgei's critics have made (from ignorance of 

the section referred to a b e  in t h e  L o g i c 3 j  an "appeal to 

'~adamer surprishgXy does not refer to this section in defending Hegel 
agahst such critics- E q e l  an&lcipates their line of attack when he 



immediacy--whether of bodily nature, or the Thou 

claims on us, or the inpenetrable factualness of 

making 

historical 

accident, or the reality of the relations of production" (TM 

344). Gadamer regards any such appeal as "self-refuting, in 

that it is not itself an immediate relation, but a 

reflective activityH ( T M  344). But Hegelfs philosophy of 

consciousness cannot be saved, or made to seem very 

satisfying, on such formal grounds. We may still have 

serious doubts whe~her any philosophy in which consciousness 

determines our experience of the world can adequately 

account for the seeming independence and otherness or 

alienness of what we experience--which is a considerable 

shortcoming if our experience of the world is, as it seems 

to be, largely and perhaps paradigmatically characterized by 

these qualities. 

What seeins particularly worth rioticing in such doubts 

is (i) the distinctiveness or uniqueness of the alien; (ii) 

its recalcitrance within our normal way of seeing the world; 

and f iii) , as a result of (ii) , the problematic nature of 

our encounter with it- The very basis of Hegel1s ontology, 

however, is informed by an insight into the structure of 

experience which addresses what is perhaps most important in 

our realist intuitions, This insight is that "experience 

declares "that there is nothing, nothing in the heavens or in nature or 
in the spirit or anywhere, which does not contain Soth immediacy and 
mediation; so these two determinations are seen to be undivided and 
indivisible, and chis apposition sanething vainn (Kaufmann 1978, 191). 



has the structure of a reversal of consciousness and hence 

. - is a dialectical movement" (2"M 354) . 

I n  one sense this reversal would seem simply to deflate 

realism, as it refers to the experiencing mind's self- 

recognition i n  its object. But this mind is simultaneously 

experiencing the otherness of its object, which is a 

constant feature of the dialectic in which it becomes 

immersed in experience, This means that consciousness does 

not simply unravel itself in experience, showing aspect 

after aspect of itself. Rather, in the most fruitful 

experiences, consciousness encounters something which is 

distinct from itself--from its content and orientation--and 

which cannot be immediately and unproblematically 

accommodated. If consciousness is to accommodate this alien 

object--whether this is an artwork, a concept, another 

horizon--3mth the object and consciousness itself must 

change. Aspects of both will be canceled, others preserved, 

and together they will be lifted up, so to speak, into 

something new (Hegel's sense of aufhebung succinctly 

captures this description). Consciousness here experiences 

its object as independent and alien, and yet in this object 

recognizes itself. It does not, however, realize what 

occurs in this dialectic where it comes, th~ough reversal, 

to recognize itself; only "the philosophical mind realizes 

w h a t  the experiencing mind is really doing , . ." ('EM 3541 - -  

viz-, generating itself through these encounters where it 

reverses and thereby recognizes itself .  O u r  realist 



intuitions, then, are in Hegel's view sub-philosophic, in 

the sense that they operate solely on the level of 

experience and miss the temporal structure of that 

experience, which can be characterized by these reversals 

whereby consciousness generates itself in a unity with its 

object. 

The experiencing consciousness, however, while 

distinguishable from the philosophical mind reflecting on 

the structure of experience, is not to be equated with a 

realist mind-see, which would eschew the notion of self- 

recognition in the objects we experience in the world. 

While similarly sub-philosophic, as it does not reflect on 

its own dialectical natu~e--its self-conflicting, self- 

generating unity with its object--experiencing consciousness 

does not encompass the position of realism, and excludes 

this position--though by including (i), (ii), and (iii) 

above preserves aspects perhaps implicit in realism--when it 

undergoes a reversal, when it turns back on itself by 

recognizirq "itself in what is alien and differentv ( T M  

3 5 5 5 .  Nonetheless, in Hegel's phenomenological project 

nconscious experience* is incomplete and necessarily leads 

"to a self-knowledge that no longer has anything other than 

or alien to itself li-e., it leads to absolute knowiedgelfi 

(3 3551 . 

This requirement is perhaps the most significant point 

of departure from which Gadamer leaves that project. 

Gadamer rejects the notion that consciousness ever can, let 



alone necessarily will, become perfectly self-transparent or 

absolute. For Gadarner "the complete identity of 

consciousness and object , . , attained in absolute 

knowledgen CW 355) can never occur, as the temporal 

structure of being determines that "being is never fully 

manifestw (Gadarner 1976d, 3 8 ) .  The identity of being can 

never be confined by any finite set of descriptions; new 

events of understacding, new interpretations, break through 

any such confhenaent, ever expanding what can be said of its 

object. An object situated within this ever changing 

tradition of interpretations can therefore never be finally 

or completely revealed. 

This ontology which situates the identity conditions of 

being in history is an important part of what lies behind 

GaOamer's claim that being or meaning always exceeds 

consciousness. This claim in effect disallows Hegelgs claim 

that the object of consciousness will, in history, become 

absolute--i.e-, reveal all its aspects--and obviously 

thereby disallows Hegel's concomitant claim that 

consciousness itself can become absolute--i.e., fully aware 

sf all aspects of its objecrt. (itself). One way to state 

Gadamerrs opposition to these claims is this: in the notion 

of the &solute, Elqe1 has uitI.,drzw* the identity conditions 

of being fro% Plise~ry =d c~nfined these within the mind of 

the absolute h a w e r ,  who at this rate need only reflect 



within herself to understand her object entirelye4 With 

respect to her object [viz., what knowing essentially 

consists of], history has no further meaning to effect or 

generate. And since this object is herself, as knowing 

consciousness, she is in an important sense immune from 

further historical effects. The complete explication of 

what her knowing consists of fundamentally alters her being, 

the nature of her consciousness, by thematizing all the 

meaning which generates her worldview, or bringing into 

cmxscious reflection all the content of history which makes 

~p what Gadamer would call her horizons were they not thus 

thematized and thereby taken from history into absolute 

knowledge. 

The most dreadful consequence of all this for Gadamer 

is that Hegel curtails the effects of history in 

consciousness--the susceptibility of consciousness to being 

changed in such a way that it can accommodate new 

e~periences.~ Wknat C Q ~ S C ~ O U S ~ ~ S S  is changed by here is its 

historically determined horizons so far as they generate the 

meaning required by the demands of a new experience. 

shf~uEd bear i~ s e a i d  that th5s object is w h a t  knowing or 
consciousness bowing essentiakly consists of, not everything that this 
~ 1 ~ t e  C Q ~ S C ~ ~ ~ F ? ~ C S  He rcz thereby save msl  eves from 
smputim to W e g e l  tbe exmmdties that absolute kacrdedge entails the end 
of Ustl4xy and tihat cclsrscienrsness at this stage has discovered all there 
is to know. 

d be PLempered, and is perhaps refuted, by his 
insistexsere that *Spirit is indleed newer at rest but always engaged in 
m i -  Bo'ptrafd" 41977, 6 ) .  and by W s  adaptation of Schiller*~ lines at 

we- end -oZoglgr: *Only *from the chalice of this realm 
of spirits/ f ET2m Phis TMLI infknitude" (1977, 493) , 



Without this susceptibility to being changed in this way--to 

being continually historically effected--consciousness 

camoe remain open Ca experience, as it will not receive or 

have generated for it the meaning sufficient to satisfy 

these demands of experience, which amount to meaning tending 

in a different direction from the expectations or fore- 

conception consciousness has of that experience, Gadamer, 

however, states C h a t  "openness to experience . . , is made 

possible by experience itselfw (TM 355). To make sense of 

ibis statement we need to remind ourselves that the meaning 

of experience--even at the most preliminary stage of an 

encounter--has been generated by our historically determined 

horizons, no less than the fore-conception with which we 

meet and which we try against experience. The structure of 

experience, then, is such that it continually turns us back 

on our horizons arad ehe tradition(sj from which these arise. 

Experience may make possible our openness to experience, but 

we understand no meaning in ex;; rience which ultimately is 

no& dram from or generated by the interpretive resources of 

our tradition, Our opemess t30 experience, then, is also 

our opemess to our tradition or "to the experience of 

historym C 

Gadamer describes this openness as having "the 

st~crcfure of a estiona (TW 362). What Gadamer wants to 

suggest is that understanding which is open works as a kind 

ue or corweatsati~n in which the meaning of,  say, a 

t e x t  a d  our expeetattion of it modify one another through 



the mediation of mir shifting horizons or the successive 

acts sf understanding to which they give rise. The 

expec~ations or fore-meanings we venture toward a text, at 

any point in our interpretation, represent such acts of 

understanding- The text's actual meaning occurs as a result 

of other acts of understanding by the interpreter, Because 

this actual meaning differs from the fore-meanings which 

e *=re *- ventured agaiast it, making an impasse of sorts, it 

refers to a separate horizon. But this separate horizon, 

like the meaning it generates, is not independent of the 

experiencing interpreter. For the impasse between the 

interpreter's fore-meaning and the text's actual meaning to 

be overcome, for understanding to take place, a fusion of 

the informing horizons must occur. Such a fusion of 

horizons is achieved by the aufhebung or cancelling, 

preserving, lifting-'rip dialectic referred to earlier !P, 

661, and thereby mediates between "the text and its 

interpreterm t 2'94 3.78) , 

Since the historical effects in interpreter and text 

tar whatever she understands) alike are meanings, Gadamer 

not  surprisingly describes the fusion of horizons which 

mediates between these in her understanding--by generating 

new meanings--as "the achievement af languagen (ZW 378) in 

the sense outlined in the last chapter- Consciousness 

therefore is essentially li~guistic, and the linguisticafity 

of eonsciouswess is such that meaning cannot be completely 

captured or pe entPy. confined by a language--i-e., 



conceived as a body of specifiable rules and practices or 

conventions, or as distinct from the effects of history 

which eventually modify such conventions. And since history 

is never finished, since there is always more that can be 

said of anything, and more significantly, different ways of 

saying it, meaning cannot be wholly captured or confined by 

particular interpretations. 

Bridging and constraining the different ways of 

interpreting or constructing meaning are the problems I turn 

to in the next two chapters, 



4 

R e l a t i v i s m  (1 1 : Incomensurabili ty and Openness 

In a section of T r u t h  and Method entitled "Language as 

experience of the world," Gadamer remarks that "the 

multiplicity of languages presents for reason . . .[a] 

genuine riddlew (444). This riddle is that there is one 

world and yet many seemingly incommensurable ways of 

construing it, none of which can maintain a claim of 

superiority over the others. This riddle can be answered-- 

or an answer can be given--by considering what it is for 

languages to relate to the world. On the face of things, 

though, this riddle suggests the problem--or eventuality--of 

r~truth-dissolving relativismff ( T M  344) . 

For Gadarner, the problem of relativism is tied to a 

conception of the world as being-in-itself, or as 

ontologically independent. Accordingly, he regards this 

problem as a carry-over of Cartesian dualist metaphysics 

which does noi coherently arise in a non-metaphysical, 

kermeneutic ontology. To enter the spirit of the problem, 

then, we must begin with the metaphysical assumption of a 

substantive, independent reality to which any correct 

language or worldview will refer. Within this ass~iiiiption, a 

multiplicity of incommensurable worldviews entails cognitive 

relativism, unless one of them is in touch with and 

underwritten by--contains a correct description 02--the 



world-in-itself- Thus Gadamerfs rejection of the notion of 

a superior worldview--a worldview which entails the right 

theory of the world--on the surface commits him to "truth 

dissolving relativism." After all, if no worldview can 

claim to be in touch with the world-in-itself, there seems 

to be no touchstone for truth. If in principle no such 

claim can be maintained, the world itself--at least 

conceived as in-itself--dissolves; only a multiplicity of 

different perspectives remains. But no dire consequences 

follow from this result without our original assumption, and 

without therein imagining the loss of a world in which our 

theorizing plays no part. No genuine drama therefore occurs 

when a realist accuses the hermeneutic perspectivist of 

permitting a multiplicity of worldviews of which none can 

ever be held rzp above the rest as the right view of reality. 

Failure to connect through a correct description a worldview 

with reality is only a failure on the presupposition of a 

world-in-itself--a "world . . . different from the views in 

which it presents itselfw (TM 447). Since (perspectivist) 

hermeneutics fundamentally rejects this presupposition, any 

charge of relativism which rests on it is misdirected and 

needs to challenge the hermeneutic project at a more 

fundamental levei--where the project deve1ops its noc- 

realist conception of "worldn and HCruth,n S o  far as the 

problem of relativism depends on a charge thus burdened, it: 

can only intePPigibly arise within a much more comprehensive 

realist challenge of herweneutic ontology. 



But perhaps a less involving assertion of relativism 

can be found in a non-realist, non-metaphysical viewpoint. 

From such a viewpoint one would not accept or maintain 

relativism ouc sf despair of finding a language which 

correctly pictures the present or given world, and which 

thereby serves as a model and corrective for recalcitrant, 

incommensurate languages. This sort of reification of 

language {Ramberg 99I) and objectification of the world 

would be replaced by a non-metaphysical thesis such as this: 

9-derstanding between incommensurable worldviews is 

irremediably discontinuous. 

Such a thesis takes a thrust at Gadamer's concept of 

openness and thereat the universality of hermeneutical 

understanding, If interpretation cannot in principle build 

bridges between incommensurate worldviews--if radically 

different horizons cannot be fused--the interpreter's fore- 

meanings must either dominate or be withdrawn when she 

ventures them in radically alien territory, in, say, a text 

or conversation- Where she does not withdraw her 

expectations of the radically alien other--perhaps out of 

blindness or ignorance, or, whether knowingly or not, from 

allegiance to certain deep values {religious in Johnsonls 



case)--her fore-conception in effect masks or misses its 

object. Within certain parameters it is not difficult to 

make sense of such an encounter. We only need to make a 

scenario in which the interpreter sees no difficulties in 

her nisconstraing incerpreeation, or expands the context 

whereirz she st,mc+,ures meaning away from the alien values 

and interests on account of which she is misconstruing, In 

this latter case we approach what Derrida seems committed to 

by his use of the expression udiscontinuous re-structuring" 

in "Three questions to Hans-Georg GadamerH 4 5 3 ) .  In either 

case she either wills, or (rnorc likely) unwittingly grafts, 

incommensurate conditions of meaning onto her object, That 

is, she creaees a new and incommensurate context for the 

alien object she misconstrues, a context that cannot be 

merged with some significant part a•’ this object's backdrop 

of meaning. In such a scenario, her re-structuring of her 

context does not overcome its discontinuity with the other. 

I take it Ehat the problem this scenario points to is 

practical and not theoretical--i.e., there dre no 

theoretical reasons w h y  her re-structuring efforts should 

result in discontinuity--and therefore that the idea of 

incomensurability of worldviews or contexts--ar the idea 

thag these can be (o~tol,--icaLly! distinct--does not arise. 

(I will say m r e  this position belaw.) The practical 

problem that suggests incommensurability, hswever, is 

obstinate and pemasive, wdl s e e m s  to have a kind of 

semantic impart- reover, practical barriers to 



t_inderstarmii~i'~ srihicrh seam something like Fxicornmensurability 

may be d k f f t c d c  ts detect. Xe might therefore want to look 

at the ieea ef a kizd of practical inrom~ensurability. which 

possibly verges on ~hesreclcal or semantic issues. To 

ccmsider this i5ea E e x ~ e r ~ d  ~lky dis~usslun a•’ megalopsychia-- 

this time by Eocasing on similar and distinct concepts-- 

w i z . ,  authedeia, hamartem, and hybris. I look at what I 

take ra be t h e  pr~judices behind mistransPafions or 

misunderstandings ef Ehese and similar concepts, and then I 

apply these mismdexstandings to EuripidesJ Bacchae--to see 

whether they draw Lines sf incommensuzabifity. 

E'lf begin wieh a ccmte~t-, Cedric H. Whitman makes in 

h i s  SophacHes 6145X1, in a chapter entitled "Scholarship and 

Hamartiam: 

hybris, generaLBy translated Ifpride" interpreted 

according to St- Paul, has been very u s e f u l  in this 

eontext t i -e . ,  Fa discussing the so-called hybris of 

Eurip idesVenche~s l  - Originally i& meant assault 

and battery, it never quite lost the overtones 

of physical uiole~ee, even when it later was associated 

chiedly with t h e  overweening arrogance of the rich and 

mighty- fn any case, ic is coo serious a matter to 

q&aLify 2s ha~grg$=, tk~unh =*- rke ---- e-0 --- S B ~ P  --- aften ~qgat_e(i! 

in an effarz t : ~  make the t r a l ~ i ~  hero deserve his fall, 

and save the mra% order, ( 29 -30 )  

While Whitman w i s h e s  to resist the claim that Aybris-- 

interpreted as e ~ t z a i k i ~ ~ g  the istian notion of pride--can 



"qualify as hamar~ia,~ and moreover, t h e  very relevance sf 

hamareia in analysin'p. ACtic Cragedy, his concession 

concerning Pentheus ieans on a few of t h e  prejudices that he 

argues we need Lo abandon (41). In an amending footnote to 

t he  passage a b ~ v e ,  Whiman points out thar St. Paul's or 

"ltsSEre Christian camepticn s f  pride differs from hybris i n  

t h a t  it directly re laces to one's attitude r ~ w a r d  GodM 

C254j - The thesreeical issues at s a k e  in Whitman's 

concession and amendment are fundamental, and central cu o u r  

larger discussFon, i.e., csncerning hermeneuticaf validity 

and interpreti~e re2aEivisat-  On t h e  one hand (to suggest a 

conclusion I drax ex- c0n2~52 in chapter 6 1 ,  there s e e m  to be 

few theoretica; grosnds on which to oppose a Christian 

construal of hybris, Hnteggreters are free to assign 

whatever me=ings they like in their own scheme, , to 

speak what Pancpage they wlll. On the other hand i t 0  

suggest a g ~ i r r t  B j a m  Ramberg  makes, which I outline below) , 

w e  need to be caref-sl to recognize what is arccursing when w e  

are speaking different Emguages, i - e - ,  w e  need to avoid 

c a n f h t i n g  languages- mitman" sccncessicm and amendment 

s h o w  remarkable he~meneuric dexterity- ISe concedes what 

s e e m s  mus% be cerniceded in allowing "pride* fninterpseced 

~ C C G Z ~ ~ E ~  to St* a'auBmI to Eraslate AybrPs; and then he 

i ~ ~ w d i a t e l y  i~~1pIies ~ h a c  this eransfation and conception 

e n t a i l  a disrupricm iw usage. 'dhiCman's csncessisn, though, 

is maxe dramatic than his eowclfiatory tcne suggests. His 

remark that the  rew2sed or Christian sense BE hybris 



been very usefulw in discussing Euripidess Pentheus obscures 

t he  extent of cke revisionI and the semantic mess that 

thveatens if YE C r y  Co read this revision into the Bacchae. 

If we make A y b r i s  mean pride anywhere in this text-- 

, replace any or' its conventional meanings (insolence, 

wantonness, violence, outrage, e t ~ - ~ ) - - i t  seems we need to 

make sweeping changes in our translation manual, or in the 

meaning of the  text, Zevised and unrevised translation 

manuals, however, may be quite similar. The revised 

translation need not extravagantly incorporate its change 

wherever hylx-2~ occurs, but may instead modestly confine 

itself to a single instance, as, e.g., G. S. Kirk does when 

he renders hybrdstai *arrogantn at line 743: 

Bulls that were arrqant before, with rage 

in t h e i r  horns, stumbled to t h e  ground (11. 743-4) 

RArrcqanta may not be Che most suitable word to describe the 

dimsition of a bull about to charge, and seems a little 

fxSd when var isus  conventional or dictionary definitions3 

work well enough, bur C h e  deviation is slight and 

2 ~ ~ 1 :  a -re complete Eist, maE a discussion of w h y  "griden should be 
excluded, see: R i c b &  La~tiimmre% SSrory Patterns in Greek Tragedy 
fP9C4), pp. 23-6- Salter Katsnham a&& considerably co this discussion 
in Tragedy dtad Bhilas CE9681, m- 64-8. 
%i?iX;lia~ & x r o w ~ g f . i ~ b %  zsre c l o ~ w e ~ ~ t i s a a a f  choice has the advantage of 
stressing: the rascm tween hybristai and thmmriraenai, which he 
trzmsXates as "furym Kirk zranslaltes as *rages: 

And bu16Ps, chcis ragiiag If- gathered in their horns, 
Bcmered their beads ta charge, then fell, stmling 
ta the e a t h  



unsysiematic; I-e., if; is not applied throughout the text. 

Had Kirk's deviatias been sizable, had he, say, made the 

bulls coy, instead of arrogant, then perhaps 

incommensurability wodd threaten. We would either have to 

regard this reference to their disposition as an anomaly of 

his translation, or as a discovery about the conventional 

range a•’ krybristai  or the extent of Euripides' deviation 

therefrom. Were we to opt for either of the latter, we 

might begin to wonder how far we are misunderstanding 

hybris, and perhaps all Attic Greek. We might consequently 

wonder how far Attic texts are incommensurate or 

incommensurable with o w  translations, Of course in this 

particular case--viz., hybristai translated as Ncoy"--we 

would opt for the view that the translation contains an 

anomaly, and so reject it outright. 

At what point we face incommensurateness or 

incommensurability presumably depends partly on how far our 

expectations have been upset, and partly on whether we can 

find some clever way of accommodating the new usage we have 

discovered: We might, e - g , ,  interpret Euripides' usage ab 

ironical, or as inexplicable but exceptional. Clever 

accommodations begin to weaken, however, when our discovery 

applies throughout the text. At some point the issue of 

whether we face an incommensurable text arises, and is 

presumably settled once we make sense of the text, if w e  

can, or decide that its meaning is theoretically 

unrecoverable, 



This decision would mean we are resigned to the 

position that our hozizons and those of the text, whatever 

adjustments we might make, endure a breach, not an 

expansion, and so are incommensurable. The metaphor of 

diffexent horizons (or contexts, worldviews, or languages) 

by which we would make sense of this position, however, 

points to a problem raised by Davidson, in his landmark 

paper, "On the Very idea of a Conceptual Schemew (1984a, 6 6 -  

80) , Davidson discusses points of view, rather than 

horizons. His discussion nonetheless suggests certain 

constraints on how we can intelligibly understand the 

metaphor of horizons, The problem he finds with different 

points of view, when used to clarify the idea of 

incommensurability, is that 

Different points of view make sense . . . only if there 

is a common coordinate system on which to piot them; 

yet the existence of a conmon system belies the claim 

of dramatic incomparability. (67 )  

Davidson does not conclude what we might expect--that we 

need a common system. He takes the more radical position of 

abandoning both the idea of different points of view and the 

idea of a common conceptual system, which this idea 

paradoxically presupposes. Agreeing with Davidson here 

would not require that we abandon the metaphor of horizons-- 

only that we reject the idea of distinct horizons, and 

therewith the incommensurability thesis. We can only make 

sense of different or distinct horizons within a broader 



(ever broader) set of horizcns wherein we can distinguish 

forces us to give up talk a b u t  established and distinct 

horizons - "  
Whatever position we take on the theoretical issue of 

incommensurabiPiiy, some less theoretical notion of 

incommensurability may survive. if we abandon the idea of 

distinct horizons, we may still wonder hew far w e  should 

carry Gadamer's idea of a fusion of horizons, Obstinate 

patches of misunderstanding can, and do, crop up owing to 

variances in cur fundamental linguistic commitments. While 

these patches may fade in cases where we discover these 

variances, we may continue indefinitely blind to their 

existence and therefore incorrigible in our 

misunderstanding. If we entertain Whitman's concession-- 

that "hybris - . . translated 'pride' and interpreted 

according to St, Paul, has been very usefulm in discussing 

Erxripides' Pentheus--we can see how patches of 

misunderstanding may be woven seamlessly into an otherwise 

faithful interpretation. The obstinacy of these patches is 

a function of their snoothness or invisibility. 

William Arrowsmith translates Dionysus' speech at line 

1347--kaZ gZr pr6s hp6n  theas gegbs hybrist6men--as "1 am a 

god. 1 was blasphemed by you1' (218). This translation is 

4~adamervs notlon sf a fusion of horizons, developed independently of 
Davidson (and from a different p i n t  of departure in  the tradition), 
similarly entails a rejection of the idea of distinct horizons or 
languages (see TH 306 and 3785 . 



not  pemiciaus if we swd~rsfaTPCt "blasphemed" not to entail 

more than it directly describes--i.e., the act of having 

insuXEed a god [unwiEtingLy in this case)--though it adds a 

n e w  emphasis inasmuch as hybrist6men by itself does not 

contain this meaning, If we go along with Whitman's 

concession we might find it "usefuln to regard the hybris or 

fsbPasphemym of the Thebans as rooted in the sin of pride, 

This approach scraiar w,)Ien applied to Cadmus, whom Dionysus 

is responding Lo, but it works quite smoothly with Pentheus. 

Nonetheless, csnceptually linking pride and hybris in this 

way creates an incommensurate interpretation. Pentheus' 

pride, or his atlthedeia or willfulness and stubhrnness, 

certainly amplifies his unwitting hybris, but construing his 

pride as sin shifts one of the thematic centres of the 

Bacchae--Pentheus' blindness and one-sided or extreme 

raticmalism--and virtrualfy reverses Greek moral 

sensibilities. The ease with which this semantic 

disloea",im can cecur--i.e., without creating incoherence-- 

accounts for the obstinacy of what, in some sense, is a 

misreading of the  text. 

The source of this misreading is a disparity in 

%inpistic commitments to the concept of pride. One might 

be tempted to dispose of this problem by saying that 

variances in linguistic commitments entail variances in 

linguistic ctmwentians, and in the concepts which these 

describe--so that alleged cases of misreading of the sort 

above are simply cases of distinct usage, Pentheus' pride, 



givere a Chzis thar r .  use sf ""prideSfl is a sin, or in secular 

[ b ~ z  still Christianized? terns, a moral failing. 

Csnversely, Pentheus~byillfuhness and pride are an 

indispensable part of virtue conceived in an heroic scheme 

fviz., in the I E Z i a d 3 ,  in AEtic tragedy, and even in 

Auistotfets revision of mega_2opsychia in the Ethics. 

Attempting to dispose of the problem in this way, hcwever, 

ignores a relevawe semantic overlap in linguistic 

commitments. "Pride" picks out the same behaviours--and the 

safere attitudes--regardless of whether we construe these as 

s inful  or virtueus, To disednguish between conventions in 

such a way Ehat Pentheus-ride (from a Christian 

perspective) is a flaw in character, while his authedeia is 

a virtue, does not hide the fact that in the context we are 

eonsidering these conventions converge in all respects 

relevant to deciding wbether his self-assuredness, 

willfulness, and stubbornness are a flaw--barring of course 

those that k g  the question being decided. This convergence 

or overlap suggests that a disagreement between Christian 

and classicaE or pre-classical interpretations of Pentheus' 

character is not what we might call " m e r e l y  verbaln--i.e., 

arising from sBightHy different language games, wherein 

participants in each resort tto distinct conventions at the 

point in eyestion, There is a verbal disagreement, an& this 

disagxeement does signify differences in conventional usage. 

But these are tomatic of deeper differences, coming from 

f m d a m e w t a l t  c nts  and a more genuine disagreement. 



This mcrre  genuine disagreement describes t he  respective 

beliefs, values, in$erests, and prejudices on which these 

inc~mmensuxate interpretations are founded- 

Incormwnsurateness of conventions is ultimately a surface 

issue because we can, and often do, modify conventions, or 

create or learn new bits of Language, without much trouble. 

Our facility shows a similarity of commitments between 

interpreter and interpreted to the interests and 

preconceptions whereby we interpret language. Conversely, 

our inability to give words meaning, to establish 

communication, way s h o w  a significant difference in these 

commitments, In this Patter case, success in interpretation 

requires a shift ar change in our fundamental commitments. 

Gadamerrs notion of openness describes this need, but does 

not seem to handle self cases of misunderstanding which stem 

from self-deception {if this is an intelligible concept), 

obtuseness, or blindness. 

In the foregoing discussion of the Bacchae, I simply 

assume the constraint that openness theoretically places on 

the idea of incommensurability, and advance a weaker idea of 

practical incomewsurabi31ity, i.e., of obstinate (as opposed 

to permanently incomensuratef patches of misunderstanding. 

The prs isXem w i t h  describiag these &stinate patches hs a 

kind of incowensur&k?,ity is tbt, they are ahstinate only 

SO long as we remain blind. If we remain blind, though, we 

are not in a position to speak of a mi~~derstanding, Only 

so far as we see how we are misusing some piece of language 



can we say how far we misunderstood it. But with this 

insight the spectre of practical incommensurability is 

unimpressive; for now, on practical grounds, there is no 

incommensurability. Earlier? Retrospectively, we should 

speak simply of corrigible blindness or ignorance. Even 

when we face incorrigible blindness or ignorance, w e  do not 

need to suggest a problem of practical incommensurability of 

schemes of meaning ( i - e . ,  combine practical and theoretical 

eonsiderationsj; we need only speak of the limitations of 

interpreters sr groups of interpreters--their inability or 

unwillingness to extend themselves by examining and 

adjusting their fore-conceptions. 

Up to now E have more ar less skirted around, or not 

argued against directly, the incommensurability thesis 

construed as intrznslatability, partly because the 

Davidsonian argument I use against Shustezmants ineffability 

thesis (in chapter 2) in effect dispenses with the idea of 

intranslatability, and partly because this idea seems to 

have faltered or never to have been maintained seriously 

t ime- ,  when pressed) by allleged advocates such as Kuhn and 

Paul Feyerabend. Weaker versions of the incsmensurability 

~hesis, however, remain. Feyerabend, e-g., defended the 

thesis (againse B i l a r y  Pitnamas eharacterizatian) within two 

qaalifieatkons: 

nsurabikity . . - is a rare event. ft 

occurs only when the editions of meaningfulness for 

the descriptive terms of one Language (theory, p i n t  of 



view] do not permit the use of the descriptive terms of 

another language (theory, point or' view); mere 

difference of meanings does not yet lead to 

incomwensurability - - . Secondly, incommensurable 

Languages (theories, pints of view) are not completely 

disconnected--there exists a subtle and interesting 

relation between their conditions of meaningfulness. 

(1987, 272) 

These qualificaeions, with which Feyerabend intends to make 

the incontmensusability thesis more palatable by 

distinguishing it from "Putnamls [uncharitable] version" 

(Feyerabend 1987, 2721, cannot save it fran attacks made 

from a Gadamxian or Davidsonian theory of language and 

meaning. Moreover, Feyerabend himself (indirectly) affirms 

the feature of Imguage and the relation between language 

and communication which undermine the thesis--viz,, the 

changeability of language and the primacy of interpretat-ion 

over language conceived as a "particular set of rules" 

(Feyerabend 1993, 189). 

In defending the incsmmensurabiZity thes's against 

EPrmknarn's inflexible attack,'  Feyerabend enlists for his 

defense precisely what makes this thesis unviable. In his 

has "ncommznsur&Per notions and then to go on and to 



descrybe t h e m  at length is totally incoherent,# Feyerabend 

points out that this situation is "defused, for the English 

with which we start is not the  English with which we: 

conclude our expfanatlonN (1987, 265 and 268). In the third 

edition of Against Method, he makes this same point ab~ut 

the adaptability of a translating language, and in addition, 

argues against the primacy of rule-governed language in 

understanding: 

In the course of [comparing a native society and his 

own background, an] anthropologist may rephrase certain 

native ideas in English. This does not mean that 

English as spoken independently of the comparison 

already contains native ideas. It means that languages 

can be bent in many directions and that understanding 

does not depend 0x1 any particular set of rules. (1993, 

188-9; Feyerabendb emphasis) 

These considerations help Feyerabend defend against a 

miseonstmaf of the incommensurability thesis, but they in 

we, way bolster the thesis, Once we abandon the idea of 

fixed monadic languages (or warldviews), and see that 

communication is not bu11.d by conventional rules and 

meanings, there no longer appears to be an interesting 

+-LE---rr - e n c ~ a s  Do blster, defesd, or explain, Once we accept that 

languages can *Tgigndm indefinitely, and that communicatian 

does no& fundamentally take place owing to the harmony sf 

pre-es&&Eishned systems of cmmmication, w e  appear to be 



left with no no~ion of a semantic obstruction between 

languages, schemes sf meanings, or worldviews. 

Against ehis concf_usion, Ramberg offers a more 

promising account of incommensurability. Ramberg takes a 

Davidsonian stance against incommensurability construed as 

intranslatability, but argues further that this construal 

misses or overstates the thesis as (implicitly) maintained 

by Kuhn ( R a m b e r g  1 9 8 9 ,  Tr28i. in accommodating Kuhn, Ramberg 

introduces an incommensurability thesis which includes the 

idea of a semantic obstruction other than intranslatability- 

-but which nonetheless comes "precariously close to 

in~ranslatabilityu (128). On Rambergis account 

incommensurabikity is not a relation between languages, but 

a symptom of a disruption in language that goes unnoticed. 

When the conventions of a language change, or are used in 

novel ways, ineommensurabiliity may occur; if it does, it 

will be "the resukr of an attempt to speak two for morel 

languages at oncem fRambexg 1989, 133). Language-users who 

do nor embrace, or accommodate, the changes in convention 

will either be stymied outright if they attempt to 

com~ptunicate with those who do, or find themselves in an 

incommensurable discourse {assuming of course that users of 

the new eonventions are themselves unaccomnodating)- We 

could invert the psition of subjects in the scenario, to 

emphasize the plight of the anew language-user, and get the 

same result- Or, for that matter, we could imagine 

inmc nsuxability arising in a single individual, as he 



vacillates between different languages in the same 

sentences."hat is rewired at ail events is that someone 

is confused over what language he speaks, or cunflates 

languages. 

Incommensurability refers to a semantic issue because 

it is the product of "a breakdown of linguistic conventionsu 

(Ramberg 1989, 130) , and our continued ref iance on these 

conventions aSter such a breakdown. Nisu~derstandiny comes  

with such a breakdown- Intranslatability (and therewith an 

irremediable mismnderstandingi, though, does not follow; 

for, as Davidson puts it, 8"linguistic communication does not 

require, though it very often makes use of, rule-governed 

repetition Ei.e,, con~ention]~ (Davidson 1984b, 279-80). 

After a breakdown in communication a language-user will 

presumably still make frequent use of conventions, including 

in some way those chat he can no longer count on. But i n  

order to restore com1mkcation he will need to realize or 

sense t he  inadequacy of parts of his language, and begin 

reflexively and critically to change it by revising his "own 

beliefs and assumptionsn [Ramberg 1989, 1401, Restoring 



-*; -+ nearrizg ?2 a Eazq~age- - 2 .  E - , , , , iaiex~ret ing it - - i n  e l l i s  wa). 

Is the activi~y desoz-ikd radical i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  01- 

hemYeneutie @+rremess. The fact t ha t  we rartnat make sense of 

a theoretical Limit to this activity r u l e s  out the idea of 

Fernanent sexanti c chstmction entailed by 

Fntranslatability. On Rambergis account, in other words, 

Che semantic obsernction we find in incommensurable 

discourse can in principle always be overcome-by radical 

interpretation. 

In showing this, Ramberg may have dissolved the 

incommensurability khesis he tries to accommodate. The 

incomrnensurabiEiky which results over a confusion between 

interlocutors who mistakenly take themselves to be speaking 

the same language, or in an interpreter who mistakenly 

believes he is constructing a coherent text, vanishes with 

the confusion. It does not offer the radical interpreter a 

special obstruction i n  his attempts to understand a text, or 

arz interlocutor wit& whom he is attempting discourse. He 

might after a l l  experience a harder time trying to translate 

a set of utterances governed by conventions which he knows 

Ire has no ulldenstmding of- 

Ramberg himself is prepared to "do without the 

z o ~ e e p t . ~ ~  That we should do without the concept would seem 

'When faced withi remarks similar to the ones in the foregoing paragraph, 
Ramberg responded with this note: "1 agree--a description along the 
lines 1 suggest of tbe t-ypical sorts of cases of incommensurability 
collapsecf. I cara do without the concept entirelyw (Personal note from 
B j m  Ramberg; July 23, 2993) . Mter a few more gracious comments, 
Ranrberg asked, "W5P% the problem really go away?* (same note). The 



tq foLlcd if w e  cax, bxt  csEy uader a facile application of 

s c c a ~ ~  9 ~ ~ 2 3 ~  . EYG- - fkn---h . I ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~  we caa explain ",be sorts of 

~ m i f u s i ~ c  1EakPe ~s ~ccur In a fragmented language simply as 

cases c P  sema~tic misunderstanding, such a s ~ r a i g h t f o ~ a r d  

4escrfpciox ~izPmFzes the  cbs~inacy of these cases, and the 

extent sf the fra-entation that causes them. We could 

describe any discosrse where misunderstanding occurs as 

semantically frapented--momentarily at the point of 

misunderstanding. Zccoamensurabifity in Ra~ierg's sense 

refers to discourse which is fragmented along radically 

divergent interests and beliefs. A language-user in such 

discourse does not merely mistake what convention is being 

used, and then use the right one; he must adapt a 

canvention, and learn to use it in a singular or novel way. 

He m i g W ,  as I suggest in the previous paragraph, experience 

more difficulty learning the conventions of a foreign 

language than discovering, and reinterpreting, discrepant 

conventions in his om. This scenario, though, is not 

especially troablesome. The difficulty of mastering a 

foreign language is beside the point insofar as it arises 

from demands placed on one's memory by the sheer number of 

conventions to be learned and interrelated- This difficulty 

is merely a emtingent feature of the efficiency and 

pr~blem he refers to is, f believe, the problem Gadamzr raises 
concerning "the multiplicity of lznguagesn (see the first paragraph of 
t h i s  chapter). 



poses a tkeoreriza2 przkBez wken i r  reqaires one to a d j u s t  

axe's ~ h t d s i n g  &OZE  he wcrld, which h a p p n s  when f o r e i g n  

carrven~io~s p r e sqpse  C ~ ; ~ I $ E S ~ ; ~ C S  radicaXy divergent  fz-om 

anecs awn. E - 6  $hLs cEsmpticm in one's w a y  of thinking, I 

take ie, is m a i n L y  whar ,  zhe iszcsmmensurablilit). thesis is 

meant to bring euc. 

C~nf~sisn over what laxpage one is speaking guaranrees 

and prolongs i~comtensurability.  W e  should extend che  

concept, however, ts cover cases where an interpreter 

realizes that he is missing certain conventions, and is 

unable to discaver why. The interpreter in such cases is 

perhaps confused, BuC as over a puzzle to which he cannot 

find a solution--not over whether there is a problem. 

R a m b e r g  in effect exeends the concept in this way, when he 

describes 15incommensuxxabikity . . . [as] a signal of a 

conflict of prefucigements and preconceptions~: 

II]t is only through conflict, through disruption, that 

it is possible 'co became conscious of these prejudices 

as such" We remain u=raware of our basic assurllptions 

until faced with someme who does not share them. 

61989, 1403 

As a hermeneratic signal, the confusion over what language is 

being spoken is less relevant than what the confusion 

reveals when it is discovered--namely, different Languages 

thak are difficult eo sort out and reconcile; and, as 

Ramberg suggests, this difficulty points to the underlying 

conflict sf prejudices that makes communication problematic. 



So losg as the  LingxzBstic eonfusion remains intact, there is 

120 signalz aad certaidy nof, af ma conffice of prejudgemnts 

and preconc~pzions" sf which we are not yet aware. Even 

when we become a w a r e  that something is wrong I n  our 

discourse, there may not be a signal fa s i ~ - a l  of what?). 

There is only a signax when we begin to become aware of 

semancic fractures in our discourse (though our awsreness 

may not come in so many words, i-e., as an instaace of 

hemenewtic reflection). We only have a signal in the sense 

that Ramberg appears to mean in the passage above when w e  

become aware that these fractures can be traced to "a 

conflict of prejudgements and precon~eptions,~ We can 

therefore describe incommensurability as a signal even when 

those involved in the discourse are not blind or confused. 

Translators who adopt a Christian interpretation of 

Dionysusl charge of hybris at line 1347 of the Bacchae, or 

interpreters who see Pentheus' pride as a sin or moral 

failing, have made an incommensurate text, and apparently 

are blind or confused- On the other hand, Samuel Johnson's 

discourse on pride ap~d forgiveness is incommensurate with 

the section of the E t h i c s  to which it alludes, and yet 

$o%KE,soR is hardly urnaware of the conflict between the 

central ethical motifs of the great-souled man passage of 

the Ethics and the Sermon on the Mount. Rather his 

inviolable (and existentially intense) commitment to 



Semantic accommodation need not involve consent to 

principles which %4oPa",e one" urn, or to the elimination of 

disagreement; as %midson argues, "its purpose is to make 

meaningful disagreement possiblew by creating some cornman 

f ~ w d a e i o n  on which particular disagreements may be had 

precise line can be dram between the large scale agreement 

or accommodation which "is forced on us - . if we want to 

understand othersm (Davidson 1984a, 1971 and particular 

disagreements which work against the spirit of this aim. 

That is, there are scant theoretical considerations to make 

us confident that a particular diff2rence of opinion does 

not really point to a misunderstanding of some sort. 

Wherever our common sense, or Scnowiedge of tine world, 

constrains accomdatian or charity and describes the other 

%he existential dimension sf J s ~ s ~ ~ ' s  cmitwat  nay be seen in the 
seriousness with which he miotained his conviction that * Inlo man can 
be sure that his c.kc%tence a d  repentance will obtain salvation* 
QBaswell 198Q, 9501. Tlaere are numerous references in Bosweif" L i f e  of 
Johsan 6LO the skpzar i ty  of Joboaz's own horror of death and 
mcertainty of salvation- %swe1P8s entry for 12 June, 1784, gives a 
sense QE the vehe-ce of da63:%nnsoraas corniction, and reveals one of the 
Ellsmique theolqical ezmsidie~atrions behind his anxiety: 

'That t-3 is infinitely g o d ,  as far as the perfection of his 
nature will aEkow, I certainly believe; but it is necessary for 
g d  upan the wb&e, that individuals skroul3 be punished. As to an 
f n d k w k f w k .  thereEoxe, be is mot infinitely goad; and as I cannot 
be sure $Pla t  1 h w e  3 5 . z l f i P l e d  the conditions on which salvation is 
grant&, I ahkl afraid I anay be one of those who shall be damned.' 
[ E w k i ~ ~ g  &sma11y-~ DR. kB)lWS. 'What do you m e a n  by damned?" 

JOBHSX,  & ~ s i ~ I t e I I y  and loudly) 'Sent: to Hell, Sir, and 
punished eve~Pasthg1y - * t 12%) 



as in errcr, we find ourselves with this problem- To 

understxmd tke ~ E k e r  as far as possible, we need tc make 

most of her beliefs, Gr 'she sentences held by her as true, 

ccne stit erue. B L ~  we c a ~ a o t  give her epistemic carte 

bkanche witho~t creating confusion in our o m  language. 

ZaHffZscm8s w ~ d z t i ~ ~ , ~  in RasbPer 185, is partly to make an 

Aristotefian ccmception of pride come out false where it 

vi~fates the precepts of Sermon on the Mount (2-e., limit 

C h e  scope sf seman~fc c m n f r a n t a ~ i s n  or auffiebungl, and 

partly to shift his discussion entirely from this problem 

(i-e,, avoid confrontation), Jdhson may thereby treat 

aristaelees conception of greatness of soul uncharitably. 

B u t  if there is little theoretical guidance when we try to 

decide whether oiaar iqutation a% error brings about 

misunderstanding--instead af, merely, disagreement (it may 

do both)--we wPLh need to involve ourselves wholeheartedly 

in our attempts to understand the other, and will thereby 

r i s k  ccmfusion in our o m  way of seeing the world. 1 

suspect that JO~JSOR" singular reflexivity and 

ge~.cegtiwzness would continual'llqi remind him of the risk to 

his theoE~icaPdexistentiaP commitments. The henneneutic 

ideal of a theoretically unguided aufhebung which purports 

to generate x w  meaning by letting confusion loose on oneis 

deepest fand dearese) cmitments  would be anathema to 

Jahscm--a3Erose life frequently was already made miserable by 

sceptPcaP and existemttial doubts. It is surely also 



marhema CO my of US in same area of commitment, which is 

why we need Es regard 4'-, as an ideal. 

Feyeraben6 gives a clear, if extreme, description of 

the contrast between interpretive resistance and 

accommodation, ar becween the sort of  aided exchangeN 

which [partly! determines hhsOnfs Rambler 185 and the 

hermeneutic ideal of "an open exchangev: 

A guided exchange adoprs a well-specified tradition 

and aecepeEsB only Chose responses that correspond to 

its standards. If one party has not yet become a 

participant - . . he will be badgered, persuaded, 

'educated' = t i 9  he does--and then the exchange begins. 

A rational debate . - - is a special case of a guided 

exchange. In the case of an open exchange the 

participzmgs get iwszrsed into each other's ways of 

thinking, feeling, perceiving to such an extent that 

their ideas, perceptions, world-views m a y  be entirely 

changed--they become different people participating in 

a new and different tradition. (Feyerabend 1993, 269) 

Feyerabend's claim that "the participants [of an open 

exchange] get immersed into each other's ways of thinking, 

feeling [and], perceivingn shows that he does not intend for 

the= to 1ezp cmt sf  the prejudicial st~acture of 

~anderstrandiing, or leave +,hP,ir fore-conceptions aside, as a 

condition of such an exchange. He does not appear to want 

t h e m  to abandon their traditions, except insofar as these 

are theoretically Rwell-specified.n But {the rest of his 



sentence) his claim that "their world-views may Elhereby] be 

e n ~ i r e l y  chan~ed--Chey become different peapie participating 

in a new and different traditionn would aver-dramatize any 

exchange, and is either gross hyperbole or sheer nonsense, 

Feyerabendls implication that we cannot carry over criteria 

of rationality in an open exchange is slightly more 

plausible--but as one-sided as the counter-position that we 

can h o w  in advance that certain of these critsria will 

prove to be indispensable in every exchange. Feyerabend 

contends that "theare is no logic [in an open exchange] 

tkraugh new forms of logic may emerge in its coursew (1993, 

269; my emphasis), and accordingly describes "an open 

exchange . . - fasl part of an as yet unspecified and 

unspecif iable practicew (1993, 269) . 
While Feyerabend accepts the fore-structure of 

unders+,andin~ ZJ (and constri;es it, with G a d a m e r ,  as 

tradition), as a condition of openness he prescribes that we 

root out of our tradition (a) any well-specified approaches, 

and (b) any theory or "general termsn which purport to 

describe interactions between traditions (1993, 269). 

Regarding (a), Feyerabendls prescription is similar to 

Gadamer's argument that we curb the methodological 

orientation of the Enlightenment and modem science, where 

it extends beyond normal science into the life-world. Our 

methodological practices have, as Gadamer suggests, impeded 

openness and thereby alienated us from much of our own 

tradition- Feyerabendfs first prescription, (a), 



describes a fazcifnZ ideal if taken seriously. 

$efoze seeing why t h i s  is so, we should first note that 

(b) discriminates unfairfy against theoretical commitments. 

For Peyerabend, $heoretical conceptions and judgements are 

dispensable CFwdeed, must be dispensed with in open 

exchanges), while some configuration of preconceptions and 

prejudgements is not (at least as a starting point in 

understanding)- Feyerabend fears the intransigence of 

theorqr. But it is an open question whether, in a given 

exchange, a piece of theory w,fl obscure understanding more 

khan an unseen particular ~omitment.~ A t  the outset of an 

exchange there is no reason to purge our underscanding of 

theory, snd thereby deprive ourselves of all general 

footholds and lifelines as we build common foundations; nor 

is there any reason to suppose that we would be more 

successful than Descartes in his analogous and similarly 

fanciful venture.H" In practice we can no more suspend the 

totality of our theoretical comitnents than our 

preconceptio~s--especially since many of the latter turn out 

%'or instance, a dearrz interpreter of Attic drama is liable to 
experience less trouble accommodating the violation of his physical 
theoq represented by the existence of gods than the violation of many 
of EAs m r a l  sezzsibilities -3 prer-tnceptimis embodied in the Greek 
life-world which creaDec-3 these gods. 

In Lhe first i f t e a  secttioxis of Tke Birth of Tragedy, Wietzsche 
(alongside his larger discussion) provides a sustained discussion of the 
sorts of problems which crop up 2x1 our attempts to understand the Greek 
life-world(s). Parts of his discussion {in particular section 3) inform 
the last part of the ar-rk 1 make above. 
k " ~ .  e., in his Eliscoznrse on Hethod and Medi tatioas. 





expense of explicitly tkesretisal parts of understanding; i n  

pareicuhar imLe - ---- et;ralGs Eo HmOre. certain principles of Psgic 

which ax2 ,rie%&her as Fsztmsive {or alienating!, nor as 

dispensable, as ~eChadoH-~ies o'dtside the practices of 

normal science. E k $  ts saive t he  riddle cf " t h e  

mulbsiplicity sf EmguagesM we need to turn co limiting 

csneepEs and principles is logical. theory. Rather  than 

ateempt defexding a fist oB these, I will resist 

Eeyerabend's claim "that there is no lqicn i n  an open 

exchange simply with the principle or law of excluded 

middle--which 5s thar every sentence is either true or not 

erne, A t  the risk of committing an inverted version of the 

sin of which I accuse Feyerabend, I propose that we need to 

preserve this principle when we describe interactions 

between, or within, Itraditions; without it, I argue in t h e  

next chapter, apenness to incomens~rate  inte-rpretations (of 

texts anci other phenomenal leads to problems of relativism 

[other thm intranslatability1 which G a d a m e r  does not deal 

with. To avoid sin or a coarspicuous one-sidedness I concede 

that we cannot make the principle of excluded middle 

ZndispensabLe- In some area of discourse we may need to 

revise or abandon it, But 1 follow Quine when he suggests 

that &his possibility is remote, and that the returns for 

undertaking a deviant 1qir had better Se good.12 

szIn 'Two s o& Empiriei~nt,~ b e  argues that even the law of 
g;ce1u&d miQfldBe is nok; 'immune to revisionR t 1.961, 48i . Balancing this 
aercpieseence, in Itaterr pieces he argues on pragmatic grounds against the 



In t b F s  c2apcer H regarded incom;;.,ensurabifity construed 

as in~ransLacabiI2q~ as a d-a of r_-edat lv i sm.  Pmy mmber 

ef Leading subscribers co &he incommensurability thesis may 

not c o n t r u e  rhOl as immlving intranslatability (Ramberg 1989, 

125); but that may be because their gositlions on this thesis 

have nat been adecpateiy worked out. Feyerabend in any 

event commits himself to the idea of partial 

intsanslatabikity, even while redefining or qualifying his 

pasition f v i z - ,  the passage P quote on pp- 86-71, though his 

ideal of openness appears to dissolve the concept, 

Ramberg's C O P ~ ! S ~ N ~  picks out what is worth saving of the 

incommensurabikity thesis; but since the semantic 

obstruction be describes is impermanent, I will drop 

pincommensurabk discoursen for "incommensurate discoursew-- 

to avoid confusion, 

In the next chapter I connect inc~~ensurats disc~urse 

and indeterminacy of meanirq, Indeterminacy produces a 

resilient species of relativism, when it leads to the sort 

of incommensurate discourse that involves irresolvable 

conflicts of interpretation- Ideally we settle such 

conflicts by rejecting one or more contrary or contradictory 

interpretations; and when we settle matters, at most we save 

one interpretation, To m a n y  theorists this prospect is 

unsavour- when applied to culturally produced meaning (1 

Heave aside the issw of whether the truth-claims of normal 



science escape t h i s  ~Hassificatisc). Aesthetic and literary 

- - meming i n  pairtrcxxajlr aake zhe prospect of satisfying the 

demands of na-incmtradieticm and noncontraietyu hard ts 

swallow. What these theosistx hold or assum2 is 

indeCeminacy QE the ssrls of meaning which they feel should  

be L e f t  free of E h e  constraints of ordinary or canonical 

1 Not surprisingly, many theorists who accept the 

ideal of settPing or logically constraining disputes in 

literary interpretation are loathe to admit indeterminacy of 

meaning. And chose who reject ;:his ideal are, or should be, 

willing either ts abandon or fundamentally to revise logic. 

Err chapter 5, 1 oppose both groups of theorists. i argue 

for indeterminacy of meaning (1 could hardly refuse at this 

point, given that H rely on Gadamerian and Davidsonian 

E h o r i e s  of meawing to atrack intranslatability), and for 

the need to retain the law 3f excluded middle and tf, make 

adjustments elsewhere, 

'%-y w]0:~ngse3~traistyRi I: simply mean to extend the law of 
~ot~contradicttion~ UB%E$ch is that ;LPBY assertion of contradict~q isentencea 
is false 6 % - e r e ,  Ear any sentence p, I p  a d  -pr is necessarily false3 , 
So, nmmtraiety d say tblt m y  assertion sf t w o  or amre cr~lntrafji 
senkences is f a B s e -  



%he indeterminacy t h e s i s  sheds some Light on a central issue 

of comrrwication. hd w e  canstme the concept of lanwage as 

a syskem of comnkicnaf  meanings and rules, t h i s  thesis 

highlights Davidson" p i n t  about the dispensability and 

insufficiency of such a concept for explicating 

anderseanding. Ht does so by emphasizing cases where we 

need to i nceqre t  outside conventiofiai confines to obtain or 

construct meaning, am3 our ability to do so. He can take 

from chis that indeterminacy involves the primacy of 

interlpreta~ion over k a y s l g e  construed in the foregoing 

sense, But we should n s E  make much of t h i s  inference. 

Indeterminacy, l i k e  language, is a contingent feature of our 

hemewerutic condition: of our epistemic need to interpret t o  

understand meaning, and of the vicissitudes of 

interpretation- G i v e =  indeteminacfi it is true that 

language is waither sufEicient saar indispensable, But 

intte~pretaticm would be primary in any event, Even if 

everyone happened, tkough miraeknious pre-established 

harmany, ta interpree utterances in precisely the same way 

a E L  the  time, s~ t h e  no utterance ever attracted or had 



imposed on iE variant meanings, interpretation would remain 

This scenarFo brings to light the implausibility of a 

fully detexminate lanwage. One thing indeterminacy 

accordingly describes is the fact that we never apply 

exactly the saRe language, i-e., construed not in the sense 

above but as the actual language we speak in any situation 

[Raniberg  2985, 905. Understood in this way, as a 

description of our plight as language-users, indeterminacy 

is difficult to resist--short of supposing a pre-established 

system of communication which disallows the emergence of 

alternative languages. 

Having always to communicate across (greatly or 

shighely) different languages would be an unfortunate plight 

w e r e  partial or wholesale intranslatability a genuine 

groblem. But  that w e  never apply exactly the same language 

does no2 raise t h i s  problem. For we can {as suggested in 

chapter 4 )  always achieve a more complete fusion of 

1Th5s scenario says ~othing of the adequacy of conventions, since 
speakers may only rarefy x e a s  to the same utterances; they may, much as 
w e  b, ca;~ntimzaPly Irre saying something [subtly cr dramatically) new. If 
we e v o P w  the scenario Eo -Ice everyone less innovarive, and have t h e m  
rely on cm-veplZionss excfusiveLy (once they discover these), we will 
a m  to have ccslfaps& inteizpretation into lan-ge--but only 
coincFde.zxtaPBy. We i~ effecr will fiave made conventions sufficient, but 
natz S s p + e ~ l s & h e ,  IP Lpvepfpeme relied er lusively on conventions that 
**602IPdc not preclude the pssBility of someone meaning something 
different by a conswe'~~ticlin, and someone else understanding her intent-- 
developing a "psshc~ tkneorym [Davidson 1986, 4429, Among these 
prfectEy co~~vesrciohmal lampage-users, con~entions would be 
i m d L q e n s a B l e  in pactke only. Soreover, they would only be sufficient 
in practice, since aqetjklle who would mderstand the innovating language- 
we1c" h te~~t  w a l d  m t  be able t~ reiy on the suspended convention. 



disparate linguistic horizons; no particular meaning of 

another language is in principle unrecoverable in our own. 

For this reason, the described by the indeterminacy 

thesis is not one of being incapable of constructing valid 

interpretations, or being prevented from having "knowledge 

in interpretation" (Hirsch 1976, 1). I would accordingly 

argue that E. D. Hirschls efforts to resist relativism of 

interpretation should not be applied to making meaning 

determinate (1976, 1) ; he should, rather, begin his argument 

for "knowledge in interpretationn by appealing to the 

commensurability of languages. 

Beyond this appeal remains (seemingly) the problem of 

irresolvable conflicts of interpretation, which I referred 

to at the end of the last chapter. Indeterminacy of meaning 

appears to deprive us of the sort of well-formed sentences 

we need to apply the law of excluded middle, This would 

concern Hirsch because he holds that the (fundamental) logic 

of inquiry nis the same for all subject mattersw (1976, 

1551, and is a precondition of the health of any discipline 

11976, 151-4) - Joseph Margolis, on the other hand, is 

unconcerned- Margolis advocates waiving the law of excluded 

middle, and revising fundamental principles of logic to suit 

the demands of inquiry (presumably also for the health of 

the affected disciplines). For Margolis, indeterminacy of 

meaning of literary texts demands such revision. I will 

take issue with Margolis on this point, but first I will try 



to accommodate, md take issue wi~h, some of the claims 

Hirsch makes in defense of determinacy. 

As noted Hirsch fixes the very possibility of 

hermeneutic knowledge on the determinacy of meaning. Hirsch 

argues that successful interpretation requires 

reproducibility of meaning ti-e., that an interpreter 

reproduce a text's meaning--though not its linguistic form), 

and that reproducibility in turn requires determinacy of 

meaning. Hirsch defines determinacy as, jointly, (i) self- 

identity and (iij immutability or changelessness. Meaning 

which does not have (i) and (iif cannot be reproduced, and 

therefore cannot "be understood or interpretedn (Hirsch 

1967, 4 4 ) .  Hirsch's argument depends on both (i) and (ii). 

To focus discussion, I will take issue with the requirement 

of determinacy through (ii), which if it can be waived 

disables the whole argument, 

To do so (in a r~undabout way) , I draw attention to 

Hirsch's distinction between meaning (which is permanent) 

and significance (which is variable), on which he leans to 

defend determinacy. Hirsch regards his distinction as a 

means of satisfying the intuition which most of us have that 

meaning is independent or alien, "something meant by an 

implied author or speaker who is not ourselvesH (1976, 6). 

As seen, Gadamer accommodates this intuition without 

abandoning his holistic theory of understanding or the so- 

called hermeneutic circle (chapter 2, 18-22, and chapter 3, 

49-54 and 61-7). He does so by construing the holistic 



constraint of understanding or language as dynamic and open- 

ended, The apparent disjunction in experience between 

falien) meaning and our reception of meaning disappears when 

w e  recognize the temporal structure of understanding or the 

necwork of meanings in which we fit new mearxings. The 

matter can he put simply by saying that meaning exists 

exclusively in such a neework or language, and languages are 

commensurable. Hirsch by contrast describes the process of 

accommodating unfamiliar meaning as a rupture in the 

bemeneutic circk; since w e  can a c c ~ - ~ a t e  

meaning, he says thak the "magic circle is breakable" (1976, 

6 )  - 
The hermeneutic circle as understood by Gadamer would 

indeed be breakable by the reductio just hinted at if it 

constructed semantic barriers or entailed semantic limits. 

But Hirscfi has misconstrued Gadamerts position (apparently 

by understanding Gadamerls acceptance of the hermeneutic 

circle apart from his theory of language). Hirsch takes 

Gadamer's position that we cannot understand outside our 

historical horizons to mean that these horizons are 

semantically fixed, and that within them original meaning is 

theoretically unrecoverable (Hirsch 1976, 2 5 3 - 5 ) .  Hirsch 

accordingly is pinzzled by Gadamergs notion of the fusion of 

horizons : 

once it is admitted that the interpreter can adopt a 

fused perspective different from his own contemporary 



one, then it is admitted in principle that he can break 

out of hiis own perspective. (1976, 254) 

Of course an interpreter never really breaks out of his 

perspective, as Hirsch himself recognizes when he 

acknowledges that %caning is simply meaning-for-an- 

interpretern (1976, 791; an interpreter, rather, understands 

a new perspective within his own expanded horizons, which is 

whai Gadameres notion or' a Fusion of 'norizons describes. 

In Validiey in Interpretation (1967) , Hirsch identified 

meaning exclusively with authorial intention, or as he would 

later (more accurately) say, with t*constructions where the 

interpreter is governed by his conception of the author's 

willw (1976, 79). This later formulation suggests a problem 

with the principle (of authorial intention) which it 

reformulates. On what basis do w e  distinguish constructions 

"governed by [an intergreter8sl conception of the author's 

willw (meaning) from those guided by other considerations 

(significance)? The meanirrg/significance distinction is 

supposed to uphold a distinction between unchanging and 

variable meanings, But once we see that meanings axe 

eonskmcted [the contrast would be the idea that they are 

immediately apprehended or simply taken in2), we may wonder 

whether interpreters guided by concepts of what an author 

%s W g g i e l  uanmld suggest, in same sense this  might also be true. We 
d d ,  however. PMwe to understand "iuuediateU to refer strictly to a 
t-ral camcept- We could then say that one sametimes constructs 
iuPstzmtaneo~pslty, elmugh never W d e d  by preconceptions or without the 
mediaeion of the past, 



intends construct more durably than those guided by, say, an 

attitude of suppressing or s*&xerting transgressions of 

oxthodoxy, or on the other hand of reinterpreting orthodoxy 

to make it richer, more relevant, or more appealing. If a 

text  is obscure, perhaps interpreters who impose on it the 

clarifications of a widely held, or conversely highly 

idiosyncratic, scheme will prevail--depending I suppose on 

whether the d ~ ~ e i d i z g  communi+y leans towards edification, 

transparency, continuity, shareability, or suggestiveness, 

originality, eccentricity, disruption, complexity, 

difficulties. If a text on the other hand is clear, a 

community's leanings or approach may be different. Hirsch 

would refuse the status of meaning to constructions guided 

by any of the general attitudes, approaches, leanings 

suggested above, Such commitments and the interpretersr 

rtart;ritlar a p P ~ i ~ g f ~ ~  05 -El-- r-- -+-=.& Li icur  a~ ~r=r al l are variable, and 

meaning is supposed to be unchanging. For the same reason, 

though, it turns out that Hirschls reformulation of 

authorial intent will not let it do its work--of providing 

an unchanging or stable condition of meaning. If we could 

make sense of the ultra-realist notion of an original 

meaning which is somehow independent of interpretation 

(including the author's if we are to be strict), we would 

have such a condition. But once we give up such a notion in 

favour of "constructions where the interpreter is governed 

by his conception of the authoras will," we also give up the 

possibility of an unchanging condition of meaning, or, more 



simply put, of unchanging meaning. This is because the 

authorial intent/original meaning commitment is as variable 

as other interpretative commitments, and because particular 

applications of it will, like applications of any ideal, 

vary. 

In Aims of Interpretation (19761 , Hirsch extends his 

earlier definition of meaning to include  constructions 

where authorial will is partly or totally disregarded1+ (79). 

Hirsch recognizes that his construal of original meaning as 

"meaning-for-an-interpreter," as an interpreter's 

construction, opens the door to c~mpeting constructions; 

what he fails to recognize is that construing meaning in 

terms of interpretive construction also opens the door to 

indeterminacy of meaning, and thereby collapses the 

meaning/significance distinction. 

Hirsch opens the door wider, or looks through further, 

eight years later in his paper "Meaning and Significance 

Reinterpretedn (1984).3 In this paper, Hirsch declares 

himself to be "now very milch in agreement with Gadamerls 

idea that application can be part of meaningn (212). What 

Hirsch is saying he now agrees with is that the concept of 

meaning may include future applications of an author's 

intended text which exceed its author's intentions. This 

3E?irsch 52s -re recently written on the issues of applicability which 
he raises in *Meaning and Significance Reinterpreted," in a paper called 
T'ranshistorical Intentions and the Persistence of Allegoryn (New 
Literary History, 1994, 25, 549-67). This later paper restates, more 
sparingly, the discussion of his 1984 paper, which seems to provide 
Hirschxs fullest current position on meaning and interpretation. 



means, Hirsch observes, that he rejects his "earlier claim 

that future applications of meaning, each being different, 

must belong to the domain of significance" (1984, 210). 

Rather than abandon the meaning/significance distinction, 

though, Hirsch creates a greater area of overlap between its 

two terms by splitting, as he says, "the realm of 

application between meaning and significancew (1984, 215). 

He does this with a principle of exemplification: meaning 

entails only those applications which exemplify authorial 

intent. What Hirsch wants to acknowledge is "the wide 

[indeterminate?] scope of the original textual intentionu 

(1984, 209). The scope of original intent, wide or narrow, 

foliows from this claim: "a speech-intention directed to a 

listener is always, to that minimal extent, a future- 

directed intentionm (1984, 206). This scope is wide because 

we cannot foresee all future applications that fall within 

it, There are in other words areas of meaning which remain 

inexplicit (or, as we could say, indeterminate) : "A future- 

directed intention is an explicit plan with areas of 

inexplicitnessw (1984, 206) . 

From this, it would seem to follow that meaning, as it 

evolves in unpredictable ways through future applications, 

chalqes. Hiraeh wants to resist this inference, and needs 

to if he is t9 retain his distinction,. He does so by taking 

"a more generous and capacious view of what remains the 

samen in meaning (1986, 2101, an this view, meaning remains 

the same even when it changes in unpredictable ways, so long 



as these changes are "exemplary and not unique" (1984, 209). 

If we were to try to make sense of Hirsch's revised concept 

of meaning, then, we would need to make sense of a 

distinction between exemplary and unique meaning, which 

purportedly establishes the meaning/significance distinction 

on a sounder footing. It might be tempting to try if we 

could construe "unique meaningn simply as unrelated, or 

wholly unique, meaning; but this construal would altogether 

dissolve Hirsch's notion of significance--which, he says, 

"has not changed at allM (1984, 216)--and, moreover, a 

meaning/significance distinction which remains interesting. 

Insofar as significance continues to describe applications 

of a text which change its meaning, Hirsch has no way to 

distinguish in his theory between exemplifying meanings and 

significance--other than to insist, cryptically, that 

exemplifying applications change meaning in a way which 

leaves meaning unchanged, or, unhelpfully, that they remain 

"bounded by original intentionn (1984, 215), which is the 

concept he is trying to clarify. 

Hirschss attempts to stave off indeterminacy fail. His 

concession concerning application in "Meaning and 

Significance Reinterpreted," though, is not the cause; it ia 

not as striking as his earlier concession in Aims of 

Interpretation, where he accepted the holistic principle 

that meaning is always an interpreter's construction (which 

entails the idea of application) and the practical corollary 

of this principle, that an interpreter's constructions need 



not be guided "by his conception of the author's will.w4 In 

his later piece, Hirsch falls back on the idea of authorial 

intention insofar as he regards meaning as unchanging (i.e., 

insofar as he retains his meaningfsignificance distinction). 

To stave off the indeterminacy he finds in Gadamerls notion 

of historically effected consciousness (which Hirsch dubs 

the principle of historicity), Hirsch reaffirms his idea of 

intentionality in what he calls the principle of 

historicality. This principle states that "an original 

csmmunicative intent . . . can determine Forever the 
permanent, unchanging features of meaning," and further, 

that "meaning can be stable only if it has been stabilized 

by a historical intention [i.e., by this original intent]" 

(1984, 216). Hirsch provides a principle of exemplification 

to reign in particular constructions or applications of this 

original intent. With little more than a proliferation of 

principles, however, we are back at the beginning of the 

problem which Hirseh has tried to solve. The only access to 

origins: intent is through the constructions of some 

language, and languages and constructions vary in 

unforeseeable ways. We do not need to reiterate that this 

4 ~ n  Aims of Interprelaticm, Hirsch qualifies his expanded definition of 
meaning with the explicitly ethical claim that Rauthorial inteation 
should be the norm of interpretationn (1976, 8 ;  Hirsch's emphasis) . In 

Justifying Interpretive Normsn (19841, Hirsch declines "to justify a 
particular ethical norm of interpretation," since his views "about 
ethical relativism are in fluxn (89; Hirsch's emphasis), He provides a 
pragmatic justification of the exclusivity of the Rintentionalist claim 
for the professiondl practice of interpretationn (911, which, however, 
does not achrance the case for determinacy of meaning. 



is only a cause for pessimism if a case can be made for 

incommensurability of languages, nor the reasons why this 

case capnot be made, 

If, as suggested earlier, language-users never apply 

exactly the sane factual) language, indeterminacy abounds; 

yet it .nay be minimzl between interpreters1 respective 

languages at various points of an exchange, or throughout, 

and may grow more minimal, or increase, as the exchange goes 

on. Meaning may not be identical at all points, nor 

unchanging, But cornmication does not collapse without 

these requirements. Hirschls ideal of unchanging meaning is 

therefore unnecessary. 

There is a residual problem. If we reject Hirsch's 

ideal of determinate, unchanging meaning, we are left with 

his concern that incompatible intzrpretations of the same 

text may be true, which seems to collapse the concept of 

truth, and therewith the possibility of correct or valid 

interpretation, This concern appears to be well-founded, 

especially when the text in question is foreign to our way 

sf seeing the world- When, as Gadamer suggests, we 

explicate ;ul unfamiliar meaning "within four] own horizons 

within [our] own conceptsIn we give it "a new form,w even 

when we defend it against, an6 so adjust, our own way or' 

t?.&-. *r.- ---&- -.a4.=-&---&- biiLL+kLiy f 13762, 341 - rur= Dur La v r  aujuDLitwzmLr, 32 can rake  

are various, and not always compatible with one another. 

For this reason, a single interpreter might within himself 

arrive at c ting interpretations of what he takes to be 



the same text :I saggest this paint in the sentence to which 

f affix footnoee 5 in chapter 4 ) ,  or compete with other 

interpreters, Moreover, there may ultimately be no way to 

decide which adjustments and inte,-pretation to favour or 

reject, and thus seemingly no way to settle the impasse he 

creates within himself, or with other interpreters. I think 

we should learn to live with the idea of such impasses, even 

though we should try to make progress toward resolving 

particular disputes, or determining whether there is a 

dispute. But if we accept in our theory the idea that at 

times nothing favours, or could favour, any one 

interpretation of incompatible interpretations, we need to 

accept the consequences of this idea, or describe it in 

terms that let us see what remains theoretically possible in 

our interpretative practices- We need in other words to 

decide where our practice, or description thereof, is 

legitimate, and where it amounts to self-deception. 

Of the many ways out of the foregoing problem some may 

Pse dispensed with immediately--namely, any relativism which 

entirely dispenses with the concept of truth. There is no 

need to rehearse at length (not that much length is 

required) the argument from self-contradictioa that is 

. typically directed agairrct a=y S U C ~  extreme relat~vism. It 

suffices to say that without a concept of tmth we are 30 

longer entitled to make any claims whatever, including any 

claims which would support relativist positions, or 

undermine positions contrary, 



Joseph Margalis advocates a relativisr. solution, but 

a psition &ich a --- -.*Li- 1-  i.+; -I. murc ::WLAC twn ALII i l~ t  

saying mucbE way cut ef the problem. Instead of dispensing 

with the concepk of truth, Margolis argues that we need to 

develop a Ckee-valued logic, which would add, to 'truei and 

'not-truet, a third distinct truth-value, say, 

5indeterminate" This third truth-value would take up the 

clack which irrde~em-imcy seems t r 3  permit between the t w o  

truth-values of ordinary logic. Margolis call his position 

robust relativism, to distinguish it fr-m relarsivist 

positions which cannot resist Icertain well-known fatal 

paradoxes of self-reference" fMargolis 1991, 81. These less 

robust relativims make themselves vulnerable by restricting 

or suspending all truth-values, By contrast, robust 

relativism, as suggested above, merely restricts the 

application of t m e  ad set-tme, bf including a third 

truth-value, which (not incidentally) changes the function 

of the first b m  (we shall 1 m k  at this particular point 

more closely below). Margolis at all events claims that the 

robust relativist does not &andon the very concept of 

truth; instead he *merely snakes a formal selection among 

possible truth-values* (Margalis 1991, 101. By not simply 

abandoning, but replacing, the two truth-values of ordinary 

logic with the thee truth-values of a deviant fagic, the 

robust; relativist makes Mmekf immune to all the usual 

charges against relativism, unless "the mere advocacy of 



at advcscacy of a Ehsee-vafued (or many-valued*) logic 

lets the  robust relativist a9s is reasonab3y accommodate 

mrtmth-claims that, cm a bivalent model, would yield 

he may da ss because [perhaps instead we should say, when) 

an h i s  altear~akitjse three-valued model these &nth-c la ims are 

consistent Wargdis appars simply to assume t ha t  any 

Hqie pretty vacueasj . ae is relativistic about this 

aecmodation is e h a ~  by it "incongruent judgments or claims 

m y  be jointly validated" OMargolis 1995, 45. What makes it 

reascmable for Hargo2is is chart "the relevance of 

comsistency, coherence, a d  noacontradictio does not, as 

The benefit of a three-valued logic for Masgolis is 

lagicallhy inc a t a l e  interpretations to which 

tokerance gresu Hy would i n s t i l l  greater confidence in 

q o k i s  appeaxs to Heawe  pssibility of a pr~liferatiun of 
ent asticle be refers 5 s  one 

!L logics* (1995, 4;  my emphasis), 
es w e e l  the two .  



reject on pain of inconsistency. In this respect, Margolisf 

rehativism would appear to help Gadamer3s efforts to make a 

clearing for Eixe rnuth-claims of the life-world, and of any 

~nrth-claims w l ~ i c h  do not fit into a methodological scheme. 

But the cost 05 Ebis help may be exorbitant. Along with 

interpretatisms wbich are as impressive as the ones we 

favour, but contrary, the sort of deviant logic Margolis 

envisions woualidi seem to make room for the least impressit-e 

interpretations. ZPs a particular criticism of Margolis' 

proposal, though, 1 think this consideration should be put 

aside. Insofar as one can imagine a three-valued logic 

working, f suppose one must; imagine it excluding some truth- 

claims. Beyond this (bit of charity), we need to recognize 

that what is problematic in this regard for Margolis remains 

problematic for us if we decline his propusal and yet 

maintain, as we intend, the indeterminacy thesis. What is 

uniquely costly- abut Margolisl proposal of a three-valued 

logic (let alone a logic more proliferating) is the change 

in function of truth-values, of negation, and consequently, 

cf truth itself it brings. As Quine points out, the 

notation I - b r  n n ~ t Q e a ~ e ~  Rto be recognizable as 

regartticma (1986, $1) in a three-valued logic, and "the 

+--=--a r a r l x + v a u y y  N I ~ ~  I + - t  , ' false ", ,and ' negation ' carries over 

;me-.. ir from axx p q i c  cmly by p r t i a l  analogyn [Quine 1986, 

$ 4 1 ,  A t  this juncture, I would impute to robust relativists 

(but not to a l l  dissident logicians, some of whom after all 

may emisage f;heir logic as a provisional or limited 



experimental tool without truth implicationsl the charges of 

incoherence which Margofia insists properly accrue to ail 

other cognitive relativists. For it does not appear that a 

three-valued logic, whatever it provides, offers a concept 

of truth on which to fall back once the law of excluded 

middle has failed. That it may, as Quine concedes, be a 

genuine logic" (1986, 84) is beside the point; what we need 

to consider is whether it preserves, or even begins ta refer 

to, truth. This is an issue which Margolis ignores. 

In this respect Quine is perhaps more helpful. He 

suggests that our defense of classical negation relies on 

the very thing, 'not1, the (assertive) dissident logician 

denies, and that therefore we should "give the dissident his 

duem and "face up to the [possible?] rejectiont1 of excluded 

middle (1986, 8 4 - 5 ) .  Here I resist Quine, and my decision 

near t,k end of chapter 4 no"Lto be "one-sidedr:--by holding 

to the indispensability of excluded middle. The dissident 

logician also relies on what he denies, whether he intends 

to or not. In this, we have something in common in our 

exchange; this much foundation, whatever is brought out by 

our mutual reliance on classical negation, we have in 

common. The law of excluded middle would seem thereby to 

come- The fact that negation is an indispensable feature of 

excluded middle obviously does not bring the law. But let 

us assume that the dissident logician also needs sentences 

and connectives, 'vs or 'ors at least. The law of excluded 

middle presumably follows- The fact that classical negation 



must be relied on by its defenders is hardly surprising if 

it is indispensable; that would be the peculiar feature of 

any term or principle which is indispensable. That its 

defenders have to rely on it would only be a genuine 

liability if its detractors could avoid it. Dissident and 

ordinary logicians alike, however, are in the same position 

with regard to negation. Its collapse in three-valued logic 

is a reductio whereby we have to give up the idea that such 

a logic concerns truthe6 The robust relativist's alethic 

strategy therefore fails. The new conception of truth he 

intends to fall back on is nowhere to be found.' 

Even if we could intelligibly have recourse to 

Margolis' pragmatic relativist proposal, we have no need for 

it, and there are two interrelated pragmatic reasons to 

avoid it. We have no need for Margolis' proposal because we 

can handle the problem of logically incompatible 

interpretations which the indeterminacy thesis permits with 

%uine shows this collapse, though with the contrary intent of showing 
the dispensability of excluded middle. He suggests that we call the 
deviant (so-called) truth-values 1, 2, 3, and runs the following 
reducti  o : 

value 1 is truth, and negation is to lead from the values 2 and 3 
to I and from 1 to 2 or 3. But, if negation is to be a truth 
function at all, we must make up our mind: it must lead from 1 
always to 2 or always to 3. Then, however, we forfeit the law of 
double negation. For, say negation leads from 1 always to 2; then 
double negation leads from 3 to 1 to 2 rather than back to 3. 
Ths we ximi;irslfy saf-vacp the liiw of excl~ded mi&dle tzly by 
forfeiting double negation. Try what we will, three-valued logic 
turns out t m e  ta form: it is a rejectie~ of the classical true- 
false dichotomy, or of classical negation. (1986, 84)  

7~or a more comprehensive discussion of the law of excluded middle, and 
a different set of considerations and arguments why it cannot be 
abragated, see Raymond D. Bradley's Logic, Physics & Metaphy~ics: An 
Inaugural Address (1967). 



a much simpler proposal within the thesis itself, i.e., 

without suggesting problems of logic. I will state this 

simpler alternative below. The two pragmatic reasons are 

Quine's. The first he directs at the complexity and 

Mcumbersomeness of three-valued logicm when it revises or 

abandons negation and other truth-functions: 

  long side 'nctff which sends truths into falsehoods, 

falsehoods into truths, and now limbo into limbo, there 

would be a truth function that sends truths into limbo, 

limbo into falsehoods, and falsehoods into truths; also 

three more one-place trut5 functions, playing out the 

combinations--as contrasted with a single one, 

negation, in two-valued logic. When we move out to 

two-place truth functions (conjunction, alternation, 

and their derivations), proliferation runs amok. 

(1992, 92) 

This sort of proliferation, and consequent unwieldy 

complexity, at the level of logic is behind a second, 

related consideration of Quinels, which he calls "the maxim 

of minimum mutilationR (1986, 85). One of the objectives of 

this maxim (or pragmatic strategy) is to solvs problems in 

our total understanding of reality at the level where they 

arise, so to leave deeper areas, i - e . ,  areas which have a 

more far-reaching influence, lmtouched. The w a i m  cf 

minimum mutilation appears to be a passive version of the 

procedure Quine noted in "Two Dogmas of Empiricismn of 

continuing "the eonanron-sense expedient of swelling ontology 



~o simplify theory,* which "has as its objective the 

m h  ,,,, sirii~f i~ity of b i i ~ ~ '  {f 361, 45 )  . LL& u r r t u l v y L L a l .  ~ ~ r = ; ; i s  Quine 

describes in chis early paper include physical objects, 

forces, mi•’ "the abstract entities which are the substance 

of mthematics--ultimately classes and classes of classes 

and so on upn ( 4 5 ) .  The spirit in which we posit these 

items of ontology should stay us from tampering with our 

logic ir; order t,o make sense of the messy area of semantics 

and interpretation, and so such awkward things as meanings 

and texts. As mine reminds us, our "classical logic of 

truth functions and quantification is free of paradox, and . 

. . a paragon of clarity, elegance, and efficiency" (1986, 
85). So, if problems of the kind we have looked at arise in 

semantics and interpretation (including the paradox of 

irreconcilable and correct interpretations), we should 

. . follow Q=iness advice over a s~milar choice: We s h w l d  try 

to resolve them where they arose, "and not lay fairer fields 

w a s t e g a  (1986, 85). 

On this advice, Hirschls intention to resolve the 

problem af validity of irreconcilable interpretations by 

denying indeterminacy of meaning would seem to recommend 

itself over Margo%isl deeper ambitions. Whether in some 

sense it does, though, is irrelevant, since its weaknesses 

are interminable- Hirschgs and Margolisl contrary attitudes 

to validity in interpretation should be put aside. Perhaps 

what should also be put aside is something they share: a 

spectacular but limited sense of the relativistic dram of 



indeterminacy. The practical consequences (the allowances 

of misunderstandings) of the indeterminacy thesis may be 

dramatic, and the thesis appears far from demure the closer 

it nears questions of logic. But if we accept the full 

implications (the full drama) of indeterminacy at the level 

of texts, or of whatever other phenomena it describes, we 

can resist temptations to foreclose on the thesis, or to let 

it cause us to revise logic- First, though, we need to be 

clear about what a text is: viz., simply a collection of 

interrelated meanings; and meanings are, as Fallesdal 

reminds us, man-made or "totally of our own makingr1 

(Fallesdal 1990, 104). They are in other words exclusively 

the product of semantic construction and coordination, or, 

in a word, of interpretation- (We can deflect charges of 

subjectivism which this formulation might attract by making 

explicit Gadamex's Hegelian point that the consciousness 

which makes meaning is historically effected through and 

through.) Prom this, we can resist the reification a text 

undergoes when w e  construe it as being (somehow) separate 

from some interpretation. If the interpretation which 

generates the text's meaning is waived, meaning evaporates, 

and there is then no longer a text. The obviousness of all 

this should make it easier to see why Hirsch's fears are 

exaggerated, and why PSargoPisl motive for revision of logic 

is unjustified- For if we situate the drama of irresolvable 

conflict between (well-justified) interpretations at the 

level of the contested text where it belongs, the drama, and 



therewith the conflict, disappears. Instead of logical 

conflict between interpretations, we have different 

interpretations, different languages (at the point where 

conflict would arise), and as a result (slightly) different 

texts. Unless we choose to reify these texts, to isolate 

them from the actual languages in which they have meaning, 

the conflict resolves itself--in the splitting of the text. 

To speak bluntly (and a little misleadingly), logically 

incompatible interpretations define different texts.8 

This resolution relates, like much of our discussion 

hitherto, to reification of meaning, which Gadamerian and 

Davidsonian holistic conceptions of meaning production 

avert. It is not surprising then that, once these 

conceptions have "soaked in," we should find ourselves in a 

position where we can hardly refuse the resolution, short of 

embracing an uswarranted reification of meaning. After 

having decided on this resolution, I was therefore gratified 

to (re)discover a discussion of reification in Ramberg 

ra am Harrd and Michael Rrausz suggest a similar approach to Margolis in 
their recent book Varieties of Relativism (1996), which I was unaware a•’ 
when I arrived at the foregoing proposal. When Margolis argues that 
incompatible imputations to the same work can sometimes be jointly 
defended, Harre and Krausz wonder "whether or not the results of such 
imputation are sufficiently divergent that one no longer has a basis for 
talking about different interpretations of one work as opposed to 
- e r e  cf differm t w m k s  f 1 4 4 - 5 ) .  X ~ w e i i e r ,  they do not 
wonder very long, and nowhere press Margolis on the issue. They permit 
Margolis "a %oft1 notion of identity, of '~~icity' . . . leof that 
under different imputations we may still talk of one workn (145). This 
resolution only works if we reify the meaning of the work at the point 
of differentiation its so-called unicity obscures, by separating 
ineerpretation (imputation) and meaning. Using Ramberg ' s Davidsonian 
disc3ussion of reification of meaning as my basis for the same point 
Earre and Krausz make, I am forced to take it more seriously. 



(1989, 90) which seems both to entail and strengthen it 

(which the lase footnote suggests). In addition, Ramberg's 

discussion alezted me to this passage in Davidson, which 

states the problem and resolution in clearest terms: 

how can two theories of truth both be acceptable if one 

theory makes a certain utterance true and the other 

does not? Isn't this a contradiction? It is not a 

contradiction if the theories are relativised to a 

language, as all theories of truth are. Our mistake 

was to suppose there is a unique language to which a 

given utterance belongs. (Davidson 1984d, 239) 

It would presumably also be a mistake to suppose that we are 

any longer EaZking about the same utterance or text. At the 

point of logical incompatibility, we have in effect split or 

multiplied it. This is both what indeterminacy helps bring 

out, and what shows the thesis to be innocuous. 



6 

Conclusion: Excluded Middle and t h e  1:nclusion of 

Mu1 t i p l i c i t y  

One motive behind the resolution to multiply texts was to 

save the indzteminacy thesis from logical embarrassment, or 

the law of excluded middle from those not easily 

embarrassed. But in fact a two-valued logic is what saves 

the wider hem-eneutic enterprise within which these, or any, 

attitudes have a basis for their expression. Without being 

able to consider claims as true or false by the terms and 

functions of ordinary logic we cannot regard them as 

concerning truth at all; the law of excluded middle 

therefore becomes indispensable, since it describes the 

minimal terms and functions required. What is more, it is 

ultimately why we need to relativise incompatible 

interpretations, and therewith utterances or texts, to 

different languages. However, even if one is convinced that 

the law saves the possibility of intelligible discourse, one 

cannot be confident that it saves much. When constrained 

only by excluded middle indeterminacy allows proliferation 

of an indefinite number of incompatible interpretations of 

what often we t ib  to be the same text. That these 

interpretations actually construe different texts saves 

truth and intelligibility. But in multiplying texts, or in 

seeing texts multiply, we are left to wonder which, if any, 



texts we should take as canonical, or as the proper subject 

of inquiry, dispute and reinterpretation. Within 

constraints of coherence after all every interpretation 

positing a distinct text is correct; dispute between such 

interpretations is empty. Whether we want them or not, 

then, we are left with as many texts as can be posited 

within these constraints. And no text appears to have 

anything to recommend itself above the rest. 

Consequences like these are behind Lorenzo Pefials 

rejection of Quinets indeterminacy of translation thesis and 

similar less explicit views on translation and 

interpretation he finds in Gadamer. One consequence which 

Pefia regards as appealing on the surface but ultimately 

fatal raises and elaborates Hirschgs concern: 

No unique sense is to be gathered from [,e.g.,] Platogs 

writings independently of our respective hermeneutical 

tools and keys. So, it turns out to be fine and 

alright for you to say that Plato countenanced states 

of affairs, but not for me. We thus leave each other 

in peace. Henceforth we can keep on debating, but more 

. . . [zrgreeablyl. After all it is no longer a 

question of one [of] us being right and the other 

wrong- It is a question of finding out which way ~f 

recreating Plato's texts is, say, more suggestive, or 

more interesting. (Peiia 1988, 223) 

This description approximates our hermeneutic situation 

given the indeterminacy thesis, but it diverges when we 



include two of Gadamer's ideas: viz-, fi) the idea of 

historically effec~ive consciousness and fii) the idea of 

opemess. Including (if lets us resist Peiials construal of 

hermeneutic understanding in subjectivist terms, as a matter 

of implementing "hermeneuticaL tools and keys." This 

construal ignores Gadamer's view that our linguistic 

horizons are richly and unpredictably historically effected. 

Perhaps we can try to concine the unpredictable effects of 

the enormously complex historical fore-structure of our 

understanding by EI take it unresponsive) "hermeneutical 

tools and keys," but the sort  of fusion with an author's 

culture Gadamer has in mind involves one in communication 

which at some pine "flows forward in forgetfulness of 

oneself and in self-surrender to the subject mattex made 

present in the medium of languagelVGadamer 1976c, 8 7 ) .  

In pointing this out w e  have only resisted PeEale 

formulation, not his criticism. But w e  have taken a first 

step, By describing our understanding of the other as 

immersion in a history which influences us in unforeseeable 

ways on the basis of meanings Ear richer in scope and 

variety than any specific hermeneutic approach, we escape a 

simple imputationaP/methodof.*sgical model. Gadamergs model 

at least gives a sense of how we avoid (as in some measure 

we almost always da) being mired in an approach which is 

insufficiently resourceful to capture (through partial 

analogies) the subtleties whereby the other differs from our 

thinking, and which settles or completes interpretation. 



However, we have not avoided the sorts of varied imputations 

to Platass metaphysics PeEa suggests we are forced to 

permit, nor as I suggested much earlier the sort of 

misreading which is liable to arise within a Christian/Greek 

fusion over Euripides' Bacchae and other Greek texts- In 

accepting (ii), the ideal of openness, we take a second step 

in resisting Pe5aSs criticism. For we include in our model 

an ideal whereby all the partial analogies with which we try 

to create an understanding may be expanded, revised, and 

made more commensurable. Our optimism fox +,his ideal should 

not be unbounded, but (to revisit now familiar ground) our 

pessimism is held in check by (a) the general corrigibility 

of understanding or recoverability of meaning, and (b) the 

fact that we would not be able to make so much as a start at 

'i1-11derstanding, or hawe enough ground to misunderstand, if 

arms analogies and anticipations did not by and large 

succeed. We can affirm Ca) because it is unintelligible to 

pasit an object, or aspects of an object, which we must 

permanently misunderstand. (b) follows as a fact of 

cmmmication--nameTy, that for communication to take place 

at ah1 a great deal of understanding is presupposed--and as 

a special case of (a)--namely, disallowance of the 

.gpP-, r .&rEN~~LtUaL ; + = A -  of a Zexk or utterance utterly beyon3 our 

m&ratading, 

BVotwittPaatandingr such constraints we cannot limit the 

XigHjkerity of &istinct "texts; and while languages to which 

we relativise meaning in these texts are commensurable, they 



can be kept disiinct at points of deep contention, where 

certain underlying commitments are at stake. Thus, on the 

one hand, we might persuade interpreters of Attic drama to 

limit their eonflation of hybris and arrogance, not to 

conflate kakous (bad, ill; useless; mean, vile; shameful; 

wretched) and pride (as John Moore does at Ajax  133l1, and 

generally to avoid construing willfulness, stubbornness, 

pride, and kindred concepts as character flaws because 

behaviour they describe turns out to be imprudent or 

catastrophic, We might persuade them if we expand the range 

of our discussisn of Greek texts where such conflations 

create anomalies or incommensurate discourse and locate the 

source of our conflicting commitments to make the 

incommensura~eness in question apparent. Yet, on the other 

hand, our attempt to fuse linguistic horizons or languages 

might fail after all deep conflicts of commitments have been 

shown. This can srccur directly through the resrlience, not 

&trsseness, of the interpreter. He might find himself 

unable to abide Greek sensibilities and choose to understand 

the Bacchae quite differentby than, he concedes, Euripides  

and most of h i s  contemporaries would, Or, perhaps more 

problemticakEgc, he m i g h t  insist that his interpretation 

captures the o r i g i s a h  spirir of the text.  iMaxe, e,g-, 

m i g h t  resist Kaufrarann" censure of his translation of kak~ue 

as pride aQ Ajax 133, With this impasse w e  have Ivtooze's 



Ajax R a ~ f n z ~ a ~ s ~  and few praspects for unifying these 

disEi~st cexrs. A t  tke ex3 af the day we may have to Live 

w i t h  (slightlyB dlEferent texts. 

But t h i s  concBusion is hardly singular; it merely 

emphasizes a partimlar sort of case in which similar texts 

at certain -paints are e spc ia f l y  intractable when we try to 

unify them, 0 . ; ~  hemeneut%43al situation, our plight as 

inteqxetess, i s  WeracEiteanz w e  never twice experience t h e  

same text, as the aczual language wherein we construct 

=aizas -s is never erare;ly %he sam2. =c-cr as 

ineerpreters would cmsequently &ake on Herculean 

propartions were ac~ual lancpages always radically 

divergent. Bat aur  situati~n is nut that dire; generally we 

share or came to share mare 3r less the same text or 

utterances w h e n  we try LO understand ar make ourselves 

unde r s t ad .  HeracBit~s"adica1 scudent, Crztylus, or aia 

ern e~~tivad;ent ,  might suggest that meaning is so much in 

flux that w e  never e rieace a text even once, This 

a e i w  is unlikely, though, since the henneneutic 

cmditims af a "rxt and our experience of it are identical. 

A Cratylean pmpasa1 is yet =c&Brer instance of reidication. 

By p s i k i n g  an iwaceessiible eext  we suggest mystexim..zs 

something like the logos 

inte-pts hem, EO prevewt -as from going Zoo far- Were we 

to adopt such a p sal we wuld need to rely on precisely 

w h a t  (an inaccessible 3. text] we are no longer 

r very ~easons for taking a Xeracfitean view of 



texiuality prevent us from accepting a Cratylean 

elahration. 

With this view we may wander why we should want to 

emphasize among a muftipfieity of similar t e x t s  those which 

can only be unified at the cost of logical inconsistency. 

If all texts are different anyway, why should we single out 

for special treatment texts divided on logical grounds? In 

fact, we do not apply the special treatment we have in mind 

--designating two or more such texts distinct--quite so 

readily. In t h e  fusion of values, interests and 

perspectives which occurs in productive co~versation over 

similar, what we take to be the same, texts there is no 

reason to suppose that would-be logical differences cannot 

arise and then be forsaken by one or more interlocutors. 

Conflict after all1 is the essential source a•’ the aufhebung 

whereby interpreters question their preconceptions and 

prejudices, and of semantic fusions or fusions of texts 

which consequently occur. The power of the negative may, as 

Hegel suggests, be portentous (Hegel 1967, 93)  ; it need not 

merely obst=zet, However, we should avoid Hegelis, and 

perhaps Co some extent Gadamer's, optimism. Short of 

a f f i m k w g  a concept of absolute knowledge wherein all 

disputes, patentially 0%- actually, will be resolved, 

indeterminacy reglires us to accept at times the actuality 

of distinct texts where we might prefer to feature in our 

~ n t o P q y  one, or ever converging within commensurate 

parameters, We h a w e  little more cause for alann, though, at 



the prospect of, say, the Bacchae and a persistent Bacchae* 

( the  Bacchae according to the followers of St. Paul) than we 

do at the persistent mutual exclusion of more thoroughly and 

obviously distinct texts. In any event, by allowing for a 

multiplicity of very similar texts, and not forcing unity or 

"unicityn in all cases, we preserve our concept of truth and 

therewith the possibility of hermeneutic knowledge. 



Appendix 

Archaic Torso of Apoflo 

We did not know his high, unheard-of head 
where his eyes' apples ripened. Yet his torso has 
retained their glowing as 
a candelabrum where his vision, not yet dead, 

only turned low, still shines. For else the breast 
could not blind you, nor could we still discern 
the smile that wanders in the loins1 faint turn 
to that core which once carried manhood's crest. 

Else would this stone, disfigured and too small, 
stand mute under the shoulder's lucid fall, 
and not gleam like a great cat's skin, and not 

burst out of all its contours, bright 
as a great star: there is no spot 
that does not see you. You must change your life. 

Archaxscher Torso Apollos 

W i r  kannten nicht sein unerhertes Haupt, 
darin die Augenspfel r e i f  ten. Aber 
sein Torso gliiht nuch wie ein Kandelaber, 
i n  dem sein Schauen, nur zuriickgeschraubt, 

sich h d l t  und gl&zt, Sonst k6mte nicht der Bug 
der Brust dich blenden, und i m  leisen Drehen 
der Lenden ktinnte nicht ein Ldcheln gehen 
zu jener Mitte, die die Zeugung t rug .  

Sonst stiinde dieser Stein entstell t  und kurz 
un ter  der Schui E e m  durctrsichtigem Sturz 
und flimmerte nicht so wie Raubtierfelle; 

und brsche nicht aus a1 1 en seinen Rdndern 
aus w i e  ein Stern: denn da i s t  keine Stelle,  
die dich nicht sieht,  Du rnusst dein &&en dndern. (Rilke 
1975, 230-33) 
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